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ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.

Announcement has been
made by Right Rev. J. J. Keane,
D. D., Bishop of Cheyenne, that
the splendid new St. Mary's
Cathedral, Cheyenne, will be
dedicated on Jan. 31, the last Sunday of the present month.
The Rev. Thomas Walsh of
Battle Creek, Neb., has been appointed a member of the board
of advisory secretaries to the
State board of charities and correction. The State law provides
for a board of four secretaries to
co-operate with the State board
of charities and correction.
The Rev. John A. Crowe, rector of the Church of the Blessed
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blocks of ground in East St.
Louis, 111. They intend to erect
on this property a high school for
the numerous Catholics of East
St. Louis and vicinity. This will
be the fourth high school under
the supervision of St. Louis
University.
The youngest member of the
present Indiana Legislature is
State Senator Robert Emmet
Proctor of Elkhart, who is the
first Democrat to sit from Elkhart
County in the Indiana Legislature
since 1862. He is a Catholic and
a graduate of Notre Dame
University. The speaker of the
lower house of the Indiana legislature, this session, is also a
a Catholic, Thomas M. Honan.
Archbishop Harty of Manila,
P. L, has just returned from a
remarkable inland trip through
the province of Batangas, extending over a period of thirty-two
days, during which he visited
twenty pueblos and conferred
the Sacrament of Confirmation
upon 52,839 persons.
The Hon. Richard Campbell,
recently appointed Judge of the
Court of First Instance in Manila
is a native of Belfast, Ire., a
Catholic, a graduate of the law
school of the Georgetown University, and was once editor of a
Catholic paper in Washington.
He was appointed by President
Roosevelt assistant to the Attorney-General of the Philippines
in 1902.
Michael J. Ryan, a pupil of
the Christian Brothers' Schools.
Thurles, County Tipperary, has
been declared the winner of a
first class university scholarship
of $750, together with free education for the next three years
at the National University, Dublin. These scholarships are provided by the generosity of the
Archbishops and Bishops of Ireland, and are open for competition to all Catholic intermediate
students. Only a short time ago
young Ryan was awarded a first
class exhibition of $200 in the
highest grade of intermediate ex-

St.
the order was established
Francis in 1209. A general chapter of the order will be held, at
which the Most Rev. Denis Schuler, 0. F. M., the superior-general will preside. The delegates
to the chapter will include provincials from all over the world.
St. Francis of Assisi. the founder
and patron of the Franciscan
Order, was born in 1182 and died
in 1226. In 1209 he instituted the
Friars Minor to inculcate the
practise of the Christian virtues
by word and example. The new
order was verbally approved by
Pope Innocent 111 in 1210, and
was confirmed by Pope Honorius
111 in 1223.
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He got his elementary
at Sandwich, whither
his parents moved while he was
a child. He was graduated from
Allegheny College, with the
class of 1869, and after a course
in St. Joseph's Seminary at Troy,
But for the coolness and re- he was ordained on July 1, 1873,
source of Sister Angela, teacher by Bishop Williams.
in the Cathedral school, PhiladelThe prayers of our readers are
phia, there might have been a asked for the repose of the soul
serious panic among the children of Thomas Austin who was
there, Jan. 13. '' Sister Angela,'' buried last Wednesday with a
says the report, is the teacher of solemn High Mass of Requiem.
one of the classes of little girls Mr. Austin was a life-long reader
who are on the third floor of the and friend of the Review and an
Cathedral school. .At 9.45 A. M. esteemed member of the Sacred
she was taking her class down- Heart Parish, Fast Cambridge.
stairs for early recess when she
The Rev. Brother Abdon
discovered smoke issuing from a Edward,
one of the best-known
crack in the wainscoating of the educators among the Christian
The Sishall on the first floor.
Brothers of New York State, died
ter was several steps in advance
Male OrNone of the suddenly at the Catholic
of her class.
N. Y. ,on Jan.
phan
Asylum.
Troy,
children had.seen the smoke.
Brother Abdon had been in
She stepped quickly in front of 5.
poor
health for a long time, and
the crack and spread out her
his superiors had assigned
lately
dress, completely hiding it from
positions
where he was not
him
the children. As they passed
called
upon to exercise the
she laughed and chatted mer- exacting
duties of teaching.
rily with them, hurrying them, Brother Abdon
was born in
without their perceiving it, out Pennsylvania fifty-four
years ago.
into the yard."
His family name was Glenn.
The Rev. Ambrose Kohlbeck,
May theirsouls and all the souls
0. S. 8., St. Anselm's College, of the faithful departed through
Rome, writes to the Pittsburg the mercy of God rest in peace.
"Since
Observer as follows:
you had a little news item in
your paper of Nov. 19 to the effect that Abbot Gasquet is discouraged in his work of the revision of the Vulgate on account
of lack of funds, I am glad to
give you the following bit of
news to the contrary. He is living under the same roof with me
here, and told me a few days
ago that he is extremely delighted
amination.
the substantial financial aid he
by
of
Bishop-elect Carroll
receiving of late from Ameriis
In 1861, invented and introduced
Nueva Segovia, Philippine Isthe Cabinet Organ. Other maProtestants in carrying on
can
kers followed in the manufacture
lands, will be consecrated in the the colossal work of revising the
of this instrument but the Mason
14.
Manila Cathedral, Feb.
& Hamlin organs have always
maintained their supremacy as
Bishop-elect Carroll, who was
the best of this class of instruRECENT
DEATHS.
formerly a professor at St.
ments in the world, excelling
in the more important qualities
Charles' Seminary, Overbrook,
generally. Their pre-eminent
of
Murphy
accompanied Bishop Dougherty,
The Rev. John J.
reputation for extraordinaryexcellence as musical instruments
whom he succeeds as Bishop of the Church of the Sacred Heart,
has hardly been precedented in
Nueva Segovia, to the Philippines Weymouth, Mass. died last Sunany country by that of any musical instrument whatever.
and was his vicar-general. Bishop day after a long illness. Father
For catalogue write Department L
Dougherty, who had also been a Murphy was born in Fast AbingMASON & HAMLIN CO.. BOSTON.
professor at Overbrook, was ton, now Rockland, on July 3,
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ThWek'sNews.
A remarkable sight,
Mass in the Open and one which recalled
Air at Reggio. the early days of the
Church, was witnessed
in the ruined city of Reggio last Sunday,
when for the first time since the earthquake
of Dec. 28 Mass was said publicly in that
place of desolation. The Holy Sacrifice was
offered up in an orange grove near the
shore, the altar, set up under the picturesque
and pastoral surroundings, being formed by
a table covered with a white cloth, behind
which was hung a picture of Our Divine
Lord. A crucifix stood upon the table, and
the two candles were protected from the
wind by a cloth screen. Many women and
children were present. All knelt before the
improvised altar, while the men stood with
uncovered heads behind them. On the outskirts of the crowd were several shepherds
in the midst of their flocks, standing erect
in their characteristic dress, with hands
crossed over the top of their crooks, upon
which they rested their chins. The congregation followed the ceremony with great interest, and much religious fervor was shown.
The Archbishop of
Messina's Prelate Messina, deaf to all
With His People. offers and inducements
to leave the city so
devastated by earthquake, is still there
doing all in his power for his people.
A dispatch received in Rome, last
week, from Messina describes an
excursion made by the American relief
party of the "Bayern" to the ruins of the
city under the escort of Count Zilori. After
traversing the broken streets and squares,
climbing over heaps of wreckage and fallen
walls, they visited the Archbishop of Messina, who is practically the only authority
left of those who were in the city before the
earthquake. The Archbishop's house had
been transformed into a hospital, and everywhere mattresses had been spread, on
which the injured lay. Nothing could induce the Archbishop to leave those of his
priests who survived to take care of the
wounded and bury the dead. He personally
escorted the Americans to various points and
impressed upon them the overwhelming nature of the catastrophe.
The one-hundredth anPoe's Centenary niversary of the birth
Observed.
of Edgar Allan Poe was
observed yesterday in
many cities of the country, and in none more
fittingly than in the city of Boston, the place
of Poe's birth. The gathering under the
auspices of the Boston Authors Club, in the
Chauncy Hall building, Boylston Street, last
Tuesday afternoon, was presided over by
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, and the speakers
were Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson,
John D. Long, Prof. Bliss Perry, Judge Robert Grant, whose contribution was a reading
from Poe's "Island of the Fay," and the
Rev. Samuel M. Crothers. Peculiar interest
inhered in the address of Colonel Higginson,
for, sixty-four years ago, he heard the poet
lecture and recite his weird and beautiful
poems before the Boston Lyceum. Colonel
Higginson said of Poe's appearance :
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" I distinctly recall his build as slender and
his bearing as erect, and his head with its
ample forehead, brilliant eyes, and narrowness of nose and chin; an essentially ideal
face, not actually noble, yet anything but
coarse; with that look of over-sensitiveness
which when uncontrolled may prove more
debasing than coarseness. It was a face to
rivet one's attention in any crowd."
A monument is to be
Statue of a Priest erected on the battleat Gettysburg. field at Gettysburg in
of Father
memory
Corby, chaplain of the famous Irish Brigade
in the Civil War, and the priest who pronounced the words of absolution over the
entire brigade just before the battle of July
2, 1863. The movement was started Jan. 10,
when over 400 members of the Catholic
Alumni Association of Philadelphia met in
the auditorium of St. Joseph's College and
decided to raise funds at once for the carrying on of the project. General St. Clair Mulholland, a member of the Irish Brigade, who
during the battle of July 2 assumed command after General Hancock had been
wounded, is at the head of the movement.
General Mulholland spoke feelingly of the
qualities of the brave priest and drew a vivid
picture of the scene of the great battle.
The Right Rev. Bernard
Death of Bishop J. McQuaid, D. D.,
Bishop of Rochester,
McQuaid.
N. V., died last Monday morning at the episcopal residence in
that city, at the age of eighty-six years, the
sixty-first anniversary of his ordination to
the priesthood having fallen on the preceding day. The venerable prelate was born of
Irish parents in New York city, Dec. 15,1823.
His parents died when he was quite young,
and the orphan boy was left to get his education and make his way in early life alone
and unaided. He studied in Montreal,
and in St. John's College, Fordham, On
Jan, IG, 1848, in the Cathedral of New
York, he was ordained a priest by
Archbishop Hughes, and was assigned
to mission work in New Jersey. When
the diocese of Newark was formed in
1853 the young priest became rector of its
Cathedral, and three years later, when Seton
Hall College was opened, he became its
president. In 1866 Father McQuaid became
vicar-general of the diocese, and his faithful
service caused his appointment and consecration on July 12, 1868, as Bishop of the
new diocese of Rochester, previously a part
of the diocese of Buffalo.
For the second time in
Cuba's New Trial of a very few years the
Home Rule.
Cuban people will receive the gift of Home
Rule from the United States. It was on May
20, 1902, that the American flag, hoisted
after the war with Spain, was hauled down
in favor of the blue- striped, single-starred
ensign of Cuba. The Cuban governmentthen
set up, and for which the Cubans vainly
fought Spain so many years, lasted little
more than the period between Presidential
elections in the United States. In September, 1906, a company of marines landed at
the palace from the United States cruiser
" Denver " and halted a victorious revolutionary army on the outskirts of Havana,
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and American intervention, which first came
against a foreign power, was once more a
reality, this time to set .things right among
the Cubans themselves. This period of intervention, brought about by the revolutionary
habit of the Cubans themselves, is now over,
the American Army of Pacification is withdrawn, and Cuba is going to try housekeeping for itself and by itself once again.
The Land Purchase
Obstinacy of
laws in Ireland are
Tipperary
working well, on the
whole, but the obstinLandlords.
acy of some landlords
about selling their lands to the tenants is
making trouble here and there.
In Tipperary a more or less serious "no rent" campaign has begun owing to the refusal of the
landlords of several estates to sell land to the
tenants under the land purchase act of 1903.
The judge, in issuing the decrees against
thirty-six tenants, said that .the landlords
were making a mistake in not selling land,
as it would involve all the old troubles of
evictions and the martyrdom of tenants. The
priests and public generally are strongly supporting the tenants and raising funds for
their defense. The struggle promises to be
severe.
The Massachusetts soTo Preserve an ciety of the Sons of the
Historic House. Revolution have set
about the work of procuring and preserving the old Province
House, on Province Court, this city, the
home of the Colonial governors, and the
most important building in the State before
the erection of the old State House. President Burrage of the Society says that about
$200,000 is needed to purchase the property
and to restore, it to its former appearance.
An architect has been employed by the society to make an investigation, and although
the building was badly burned in 1864 he
has reported that enough of the original
walls remain to insure an accurate restoration. In its present state the Province
House is occupied by painters and carpenters, while the cellar forms the stage of a
moving picture theatre.
The present coolness
A Small Matter between the Governto Quarrel About. ments of Chile and
Peru seems to have
arisen over a small enough matter, viewed
from this distance. As given in the dispatches the story is this The Chilean Government offered some time ago to place a
bronze memorial tablet in the mausoleum
erected by Peru to the memory of the Peruvian officers who lost their lives in the war
of 1879 between the two countries. This
proffer was accepted by former President
Pardo, but it was declined by President La
Leguia on the ground that Chile had not
fulfilled the terms of the Ancon treaty respecting the provinces of Tacna and Arica.
Much importance was given this refusal,
and the ill feeling grew until the Chilean
minister finally was recalled by bis government.
Another State was
Tennessee for
added to the prohibition
Prohibition.
belt in the south, last
week, when, by a heavy
majority in both branches of her legislature,
Tennessee decided for State wide prohibition.
By this piece of legislation Tennessee'schief
city, Memphis, attains the notoriety of being
the largest city in the world where the sale
of intoxicating beverages is prohibited by
law. The governor of Tennessee has vetoed
this bill, but the anti-saloon forces are confident that it can be carried over the veto.
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who rushed to the succor of the
wounded and tlying. No sooner had the
crash come than the Daughters of St. Vincent dc Paul, an order of nuns some years
Something to be Remembered.
"It is well that Catholic novelists seek in- ago exiled from France, went forth amid
spiration in the Scriptural narratives," says the stricken, waiting upon them as if they
From that hour to this,
the Catholic Fortnightly Review, "for the were children.
agency, the white
is
the
Havas
says
(Spanish)
Bible belongs to them, since their Church
keeper."
of
the
have
been
seen wherever
caps
nuns
its authorized interpreter and
there was suffering, hunger and danger,
going by twos among the wounded day and
No Backward Step Noticeable.
night. It is strange the Associated Press
"LegislaSays the Catholic Univem
overlooked their heroic charity."
go backquestion
does
not
liquor
#
tion on the
*
*
ward. Too much opposition to proper re- Journalistic Fakes About the Pope.
straints may produce more drastic legislation
'* Having made Pius X out an indifferent
on the question. There arc many voters
diplomatist,
the cable now delights to reprewould,
howwho are not prohibitionists who
sent
the
Pontiff
as a visionary," says the
ever,if compelled, prefer their programme to
Transcript.
Catholic
The other day, for
unrestrained license."
example, it recited the particulars of a vision
*
*
*
said to have been vouchsafed Pius X, after
But God Always Cares.
reading the decree of the beatification of
" It is not hard to be good when you have Joan of Arc. No detail was missing, even to
love and sympathy and encouragement," the blanched countenance of the Pope and
remarks the Pittsburg Catholic, " but to be the silence he maintained, when elsewhere
good when not one soul cares whether you the newspaperswere describing him as down
live or die, when your kindest thoughts, with a cold. Featuring the reigning Pontiff
your least selfish acts, your dearest sacrifices as having visions became a by-product of the
are treated alike with insult, cruelty and con- religious persecution of the Church in France,
tempt, to be good then is the great accom- as the Holy Father was supposed to see
plishment."
things whenever a crisis came up in Papal
*
*
*
relations with that Government. Nobody
Priests in Politics.
suffers by that humbuggery, for not even
Holy
"do
Name,
certainly,
"says
the superstitious are caught by journalism of
the
" We
compromise
their
priests
the type affected by the Italia."
not wish to see our
partisans
in
»
sacred dignity by taking part as
*
*
of
the
objectionable
politics
the petty and
When the Pastor Gets Impatient.
ward. But the phrase can not be aptly ap"A Catholic parish, presided over by a
plied to the zealous priest who labors whole- priest who is laboring zealously for the good
heartedly to rid his parish or his town of of his church and religion, is to be congratmoral depravity. To preach against and de- ulated," says the Catholic Citizen. "Are
cry crime is a far different thing from taking there some laggards in the parish who are habpart in politics. Not only is the priest justi- itually delinquent in their dues or careless in
fied in warning his flock against the evils and their duties, and does the priest sometimes
dens of vice that flourish under official lose patience? He is provoked in the interprotection, but he would be remiss in his est of the Church and in behalf of the faithduty did he not do so. The vicious saloon or ful members of the congregation, who, havgambling hell within the precincts of a parish ing done their share, are entitled to see
is a peril to the morals of youth, and the pas- others who shirk, brought to time. A gentor is justified in calling upon the community eral policy of co-operation with the priest,
to remove from office the official or officials seconding his efforts, manifesting personal
under whose protection or patronage such friendship towards all his plans, recognizing
places thrive. "
that he is really a benefactor of his people,
»
*
*
is the right spirit of Catholicity. And when
The Catholic Press Defined.
your pastor seems out of patience, now and
the
Tablet
of
subject,
the
on
In an editorial
then, assume at once that it is for good and
Brooklyn thus defined the Catholic press as: sufficient reason."
#
#
#
A channel of
"An eternal bond of unity.
and
Bishops
the
between
Religious Liberty -According to Cromwell.
communication
clergy and the faithful people. The builder
The
Says the New Zealand Tablet:
of Catholic thought and Catholic opinion on British Baptists, in annual meeting assemevery question affecting Catholic interests. bled, have passed two resolutions which, like
An organ of appeal and defense. The read- the two historical cats of Kilkenney, have
iest exponent and defender of the Church's eaten each other up. In the first place, they
doctrines and practises. The medium of passed a resolution, in unrestricted terms, in
warning against danger to faith and morals. favor of equal religious liberty for all. They
The voice that summons the Catholic people followed this up by another resolution apto protect their rights. The mirror of Cath- proving of a penal law being put into operaolic life. The powerful auxiliary of the pul- sion by Mr. Asquith, depriving Catholics, at
pit and the complement of the parish school. the recent Eucharistic Congress, of a liberty
The consecration of the great modern inven- of worship that is accorded, as a matter of
tion to the service of the church. The anti- course, to Baptists, Anglicans, Presbyterians,
dote to the poison of the secular press. The Dippers, Jumpers, Quakers, Shakers, Littledestroyer of non-Catholic calumnies and endians, Big-endians, Turks, Jews, Mohamprejudices. The blessing of clean, whole- medans, and the thousand-and-one other
some. Christian reading for the home. '
creeds that, throughout the broad expanse
»
*
*
of the Empire, point a thousand-and-one difCatholic Nuns Were There as Usual.
ferent roads to heaven. Our English Bap" Now that the veil is being lifted off the tist brothers' idea of liberty of conscience
great Italian catastrophe," says the New recalls a historic dictum of Oliver Cromwell.
World, "the world is becoming aware that During his Irish campaign, he was once nethe civil rulers of Italy were not the only gotiating with a Catholic garrison for the
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BY ELEANOR C. DONNELLY.
Long since, in Gascony, a robber stole
From a poor Cmc his one precious cow,

Tho' safe he hid and hooded it- somehow,
Its muffled bell rang loud to every soul,
Blabbing the secret of its hiding hole !
The thief from off its neck the telltale tore.
Vain task !
And thrust it deep in earth.
its toll
Still chimed and chimed till, straightway,
frightened sore.
The rogue made urgence to regain the goal,
And to its owner's byre the beast restore.
All miscreants know that Bell. When evil
things
Knaves vainly strive to hood and hide away.
They can not still its tongue it rings and
rings.

And he who calls it conscience owns its
sway.

surrender of a fortress which they held. To
the Governor of Ross he wrote saying that
he would not meddle with any man's conscience. ' This was a fair and comprehensive
statement, akin to the first resolution of our
English Baptist friends. Then followed the
grim old Puritan's equivalent to the second
resolution referred to above.
' If,' added
liberty
of conscience you
Cromwell, 'by
mean a liberty to exercise the Mass, I judge
it best to use plain dealing and to tell you
now that, where the Parliament of England
have power, that will not be allowed of.'
History has a trick of repeating itself."

'

*

*

*

The Office Sought the Man.
The Catholic Herald, Sacramento. Cal.,
has the following editorial comment on the
selection of Father Wyman, C. S. P., as
Chaplain of the Senate: "In selecting the
Very Rev. H. H. Wyman of San Francisco,
provincial of the Paulists on this coast, as
its chaplain, the State Senate did itself a
distinct honor. The circumstances under
which the appointment was made emphasizes
the fact. Father Wyman did not, of course,
seek the place. It came to him wholly unsolicited. He knew nothing of the use of
his name until his election was practically
assured. More than that, the matter of his
selection was initiated and effected by members of the Senate who differ from Father
Wyman in their religious beliefs ami affiliations. He was placed in nomination by one
Hebrew antl the nomination was seconded
by another. The majority of the votes cast
for him, necessarily, were those of nonCatholic Senators. Furthermore, there were
several candidates among the non-Catholic
ministerial body of the State, openly and
actively in the field for the chaplaincy.
Some of them had been quietly campaigning
for weeks if not months with this goal in
view. Positions of the sort have a strong
fascination for a certain class of preachers
for reasons that are obvious. To those with
whom the pulpit is merely a profession there
comes a substantial professional advantage
in filling a quasi-public office of this character. It is natural, therefore, that it should
be the objective of members of that class of
clerical aspirants. For the Catholic priest,
however, this attraction does not exist.
There is no personal or material benefit to be
derived from the prominence which the position confers upon the incumbent. The honor
is appreciated when it comes as a voluntary
and unsought gift on the part of Legislators,
as in the case of Father Wyman, and in that
spirit is accepted and recognized by his coreligionists."
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Church man and the Living Church to consider what these things mean. We are
taunted sometimes with the assertion that
Catholics leave the Church, that priests desert the fold, that Protestantism has its
victories and its gains. Where shall we find
the offset in Protestantism to the noble cona
versions above recorded ?. A Philadelphia
made the interesting estimate that by the Episcopalian writes, in the Bulletin of that
abstinence from meat on the fifty-two Fri- city : " It does not seem fair for Rome to get
days of the year, as well as by the observ- the flower of our clergy and give us in exance of Lent, the beef trust suffers annually change only Prince Helie dc Sagan."
to the extent of millions of dollars. " Catholics Hurt the Beef Trust" is the way this Look at Home Before You Criticize.
The Mexican Herald, edited by a New
item appears in some of our Catholic exProtestant, had an editorial in a reEngland
We wish that somebody would
changes.
issue,
cent
from which we take the following
compute
how Catholics hurt the beer
now
pertinent
passages
That
would
be
very
interesting
trust.
to a
Mexico is frequently reproached for tolergreat many of us.
ating bullfighting, though some of the
states of this republic do not allow the ancient
The newly-appointed Archbishop of Mex- Iberian-Carthaginian sport: but what would
ico, Most Rev. Jose Mora, is a man of great this country's watchful critics say were the
public spirit as well as of private piety. He press telegrams going out of here to relate
has at heart not only the spiritual welfare but that lawless men were taking women out of
whipping
the temporal progress of the Mexican their homes at night and cruelly
Tennessee, a
them?
Yet
in
the
State
of
up
people, particularly those engaged in agricul- region all peppered over with schools and
ture, and for years he has shown great interest churches, and contributing money to foreign
in the progress of agriculture and has aided missions, the nightriders about Reelfoot Lake
the work of informing Mexican farmers as to have been guilty of dragging women from
the best methods of tillage and cultivation. their homes and flogging them in true Cossack fashion !
He has also brought about the holding of
Frankly, we prefer bullfighting with all
agricultural congresses, two of which were its barbaric splendor.
There comes to our attention every week a
held under his auspices while he was Bishop
of Tulancingo, a third at Zamora and one quite denominational journal,published in Tennesrecently at Leon. Monsignor Mora has been see, which often dilates on the religious
backwardness and the imperfect civilization
Bishop successively of Tulancingo, Tehuan- of
Mexico, a clear case of looking for the
tepec, and Leon.
mote in the eye of the neighbor wben one's
own eye is darkened by the proverbial beam.
Japan is at present experiencing a result Is not this an outrageous instance of canting
of the recent Russian war which is by no hypocrisy.
There is an old and homely proverb which
means pleasant, but which is an experience
turns on the absurdity of pots calling kettles
common to all countries after a great war. black.
She is suffering from a marked increase of
That's a very neat rebuke, and it fits some
domestic lawlessness. A writer in the New7 cases of criticism often noticed by us in
York Tribune says that disbanded troops, non-Catholic papers here in New England.
particularly those which were recruited from
the coolie class, returned camp followers, THE HOLY SACRIFICE OF THE MASS.
and many others have developed a disregard
In the holy sacrifice of the Mass, Jesus
for law which is causing much real trouble Christ Himself, true God and true Man, the
and wide-spread concern. Cases of assault Second Person of the Most Holy Trinity, beand battery are becoming alarmingly com- comes present on the altars of the Catholic
mon. Crimes resulting from indulgence in Church ; there He offers Himself in sacrifice
debauchery, formerly almost unknown, are to the eternal Father by the hands of His
now numerous. Highway robberies, even anointed priests just as really and efficain the outskirts of large cities, are of not in- ciously as He offered Himself to His Father
frequent occurrence. Blackmail is practised. on Calvary. As the Catechism teaches us
There are reports of open attacks upon dwell'The Mass is the same sacrifice as that of
ing houses by mobs, while strikes and labor the Cross."
The bread and wine are
riots attain menacing proportions and are changed into the Body and Blood of Christ
marked with criminal and sometimes deadly at the words of Consecration, and then this
violence. Along the coasts and on the in- most precious Body and Blood are offered up,
land sea, piracy is practised, cargo vessels first, for the honor and glory of God
have been looted, and women have been ab- second, in thanksgiving for all the graces
ducted from passenger ships.
He has bestowed on the whole world ; third.
in satisfaction to God's justice, for the sins
The two Episcopalian Sisters of St. Mary of men ; and then, to obtain all needed
whose conversion to the Catholic Church graces.
was announced some months ago, Mother
The manner in which the sacrifice of the
Edith, the Mother-general of the community, Mass is offered differs from the sacrifice on
and Sister Elise, have now been received as Calvary in this respect, namely, that on the
Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament, an order cross Christ really shed His blood and was
founded by Mother Katherine Drexel in really slain, while, in the sacrifice of the
1889 for work among the Indians and colored Mass, there is no real shedding of blood and
people. In the small gathering at the con- no real death, because Christ, being risen
vent on this happy occasion were ten con- again, can suffer no more and die no more.
verts who had been formerly Episcopalian Nevertheless, there is the same Divine Vicministers or seminarians, and are now study- tim, Jesus Christ, who is also the Chief
ing for the Catholic priesthood. Archbishop Priest, for the priest we see at the altar is
Ryan of Philadelphia presided, and the ser- only the representative of our Lord Jesus
mon was delivered by a convert, the Rev. Christ, Who is, therefore. Himself both VicAlvah W. Doran. In all kindliness a»nd sin- tim and Priest.
cerity of heart we ask our Episcopalian
We are poor, weak creatures of ourselves.
brethren and our contemporaries like the What have we to offer to Almighty God, that

the Legislature. But we are far behind California, after all. Out in that State the
Very Rev. Henry Wyman. rector of St.
night
The street-corner is the
school of Mary's Church, San Francisco, and Superior
the devil.
of the Paulist Fathers on the Pacific Coast,
A minister has written a book on how to has been chosen Chaplain of the Senate.
go to sleep.
It may be a book of his serSomebody with
genius for figures has

mons.
The Rev. Joseph G. Anderson, the efficient Diocesan Director of Catholic Charities
and pastor of St. Paul's Church, Dorchester,
has been appointed second Vicar-General by
the Most Reverend Archbishop of Boston.

An esteemed Catholic contemporary in the
West bewails the fact (he says it is a fact)
that Catholic papers are not so literary as
they used to be. Papers and persons who
pose as being literary are usually very tiresome to people of sense.
Dr. M. G. Brumbaugh, superintendent of
Philadelphia's Public Schools, states the interesting fact in a letter to Mr. Martin I. J.
Griffin, that of all the immigrants that have
come to America, statistics show that the
Irish immigrants have produced the largest
percentage of teachers in our American
civilization. Thus is the race abroad keeping
up the reputation which Ireland once won
as the Island of Scholars.
A number of our exchanges are printing a
list of the secular magazines that refuse to
accept liquor advertising. The list is a long
and impressive one, including all the leading
magazines published in the United States.
We would add to the list the names of all the
Catholic magazines. Not one of them carries a liquor advertisement, so far as we can
see, and the same is true of nearly all the
Catholic papers.
The downfall of a "frenzied financier"
does not affect the average man very much.
He is sorry, of course, to see a fellow-being
go wrong, but he feels that a term of imprisonment for the man who has made away
with other people's money is only just. And
it seems to him that it is better to have the
human spider knitting socks, for instance in
prison, than weaving webs for the unwary
on State street.
There may be a wave of prosperity
sweeping over the country at present, but
there are still many people--they may be
found in almost every parish whom this
wave has not reached. Numbers of good
honest people are face to face with the direst poverty. Let those who are well-to-do
remember this, and support the St. Vincent
dc Paul Society in its efforts to ameliorate
the condition of the poor.
His mother wept, and told the magistrate that he had been a good boy before he
began to drink, and that, being his mother,
she couldn't bear to see him go to jail." How
often we see these words or words akin to
these in the news items of the daily papers
What a lesson I hey teach of mother-love wantonly abused by worthless children ! What a
warning they are to boys and young men to
live decent, sober lives ! What a condemnation of saloon-keepers who sell liquor to
minors in defiance of the law of God and
man !

!
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\\ E thought Massachusetts took a long
step Ihe other day when a Catholic priest.
(Monsignor Griffin of Worcester) for thefirst
time in the history of the Commonwealth
was invited to offer prayer at the opening of
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shall be fit to win His answer, His favor, and
His help ? We have everytlt inn to offer to
Him. In the holy sacrifice of the Mass, we
daily, in union with the priest, can offer, to
the Lord of heaven and earth, this tremendous sacrifice of the Body and Blood of Jesus
Christ, Who is true God of true God, and perfectly equal to the Father and to the Holy
(most. No words can express the dignity of
this divine sacrifice, before which the attendant angels veil their faces with their
wings. It is related of St. Andrew that he
said to the tyrant .-Egeas :
" To the Almighty God I offer up a living
sacrifice, -not incense-smoke, not flesh of
bellowing bulls, not blood of goats ; but I offer daily to God, on the altar of the cross, a
spotless Lamb, Whose flesh, after the believer has eaten, and drunk its blood, the
Lamb that was sacrificed remains entire and
living."
"Jesus Christ," says St. JohnChrysostom.
"has ordained a sacred rite, and has changed
the sacrifice, and, instead of the slaughter
of animals, He has commanded Himself to be
offered up": Do this in commemoration of
Me.
What, then, should be our reverence and
devotion as we assist at this Holy Sacrifice ! No wonder that it is made our
bounden duty, as it should be our delight, to
assist at this holy sacrifice on every Sunday
and holy-day of obligation throughout the
year. Let us reflect seriously upon this
great gift and grace of God, and fulfill our
duty with glad and grateful hearts.

-

ARE CATHOLICS UNDESIRABLE
CITIZENS?
The loyalty of Catholics to this country is
so well established that it seems a work of
supererogation to pile up any further proof

of the fact. Yet, every little while, some
blatant bigot, or more often perhaps, some
mild but muddled minister, bobs up to accuse
the Catholic citizens of this country of disloyalty. This is generally done by stating
that it is impossible for Catholics to reconcile the spiritual loyalty they owe to the
Pope as Head of the Church and Vicar of
Christ, with the political loyalty they
owe to the United States. Nothing could
be more absurd that this mixing up of two
distinct principles, and
and
separate
nothing could be more mischievous. Catholics know how to differentiate between
spiritual and political obedience, and so unconsciously do most Protestants, for
that matter, else they would be unworthy
to be called Christians. But the bugbear of
the Pope is so alarming that it very often
frightens very good and very earnest men
into foolish statements about their Catholic
fellow-citizens. As a matter of fact loyalty
to the United States is ingrained and inwoven in the Catholic life of this country.
From the humblest layman to the highest
member of the hierarchy, the Catholic body
has been supremely and unshrinkingly loyal
Our religious leaders, perto America.
haps, have not gone forth into the public
forum to announce their loyalty ; they have
not proclaimed their advocacy of good citizenship from the housetop ; they have left,
as a rule, the expression of political opinions
to the laity -and to the leaders of other denominations-while they have attended
strictly to the religious duties for which
they were ordained or consecrated. But
even in times when anti-Catholic feeling ran
high, and there would have been excuse for
strong and stinging rebuke, the Catholic
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leon, afterwards at Menevia. True, but we
must not confound Britain with England.
About 450 the heathen English swept over
from Germany and completely exterminated
British Christianity except in Wales, and
Cornwall and Galloway. A century and a half
of utter paganism ensued, until, in 597, the
mission of St. Austin, sent out from Rome
by St. Gregory, converted Kent, London,
and Wessex, while the Irish evangelized
North and Middle England, and a deputation
from Rome East Anglia. Thus English took
the place of British Christianity, absorbed the
remaining fragments of this, and, under the
Roman superintendence, was reconstituted
Thereas the Catholic Church of England.
at
Canof
St.
Martin
fore the little church
terbury is rightly called the mother-church
of English, though far from being the
mother-church of British Christianity.
We have seen how the unceasing vigilance
of the Popes, from the time of St. Gregory
down, but emphatically from that of Innocent 111 and Gregory IX, combining with the
main current of Catholic theology, preeminently embodied in St. Thomas, and resting on the Canon Law and on such papal
Constitutions in behalf of the Jews as that
of Julius 111, but above all on the Holy Office
of Rome, enforced Jewish rights, personal,
parental and religious, throughout Catholic
Christendom, but of course with peculiar effectiveness in the immediate dominions of
the Church, in Italy and Avignon, where
alone the Jews rested in complete security,
fearing neither exile, massacre nor spoliation,
the interruption of their worship nor the compulsory baptism of their children.
We have seen how even such complaints
as those of the Methodist William Rule
against the later Roman legislation touching
the Jews allege, indeed, various harshly ungracious restrictions, but do not allege that
the Jews were any less secure than before in
These retheir worship or their families.
strictions, which even the liberality of a
Benedict XIV and of a Clement XIV left untouched, were, as we know, swept away by
Pius IX.
As I have noted before. I am not able to
recall (and I have read them all through
from beginning to end) in all the volumes of
Gregorovius, Neander, Ranke, Creighton,
Pastor, and I know not how many other
books, Protestant, Catholic and unbelieving,
papal Rome, any
CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM bearing on the history ofcenturies,
of either
through
the
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN. complaint,
of
Jewish
chilbaptisms
forcible or furtive
dren at Rome.
as the law of the
Hubert Hall, on p. 103 of "Elizabethan Of course, peremptory
baptisms (I am
secret
such
against
is
Church
Society," gives the following estimate of
of those administered to chilthe Catholic Church, especially in England, speaking now
health, which alone are,
before the Reformation, an estimate which dren in ordinary
forbidden, while those in
is now coming to be generally acknowledged strictly speaking,discouraged
by the Church)
only
are
extremis
as substantially just :
many ages
"We shall have recognized in the Church we can not well suppose that in so
they
occurring
if
the professional peacemaker between States they never occurred. Yet
of the knowand factions, as between man and man ; the must have been kept well out
for no
government,
pontifical
of
the
ledge
equitable mediator between rulers and their
bring
up a
will
memory
of
searching
my
champion
of constisubjects the consistent
Jews
of
by
the
complaint
preferred
single
tutional liberty ; the alleviator of the inrights.
their
of
(rather
any
such violation
equalities of birth ; the uninterested
The Roman Inquisition has always watched
disinterested) and industrious disseminator
the rights of the Church,
of letters; the refiner of habits and manners ; attentively over
dislike of pronouncing
with
marked
though
a
the well-meaning guardian of the national
sentence,
and an evident repugwealth, health, and intellect ; and the fear- the ultimate
methods
of Spain. Obless censor of public and private morality." nance to the harsher
which
the Primate
way
in
The readers may be puzzled to hear me serve the different
and
country
treated
in
his
own
speak of the first introduction of the Gospel Carranza was
give
We
need
to
Rome.
into England in 597, whereas we know that when transferred
fables of a man
Britain, as far north as the Tay, was a no heed to the slanderous
(whom
I take to have been a
Christian land under the Empire, with met- like Dc Sanctis Chiniquy),
for even Dean
ropolitan
at London, York, and Caer- sort of Italian

hierarchy of this country have preached to
their people Christian fortitude, patience and
forgiveness for calumny and injury. And
what more fitting gospel of good citizenship
is there than this ?
In his sermon on the consecration of
Bishop Corrigan in Baltimore, the other day,
the Rev. Dr. William T. Russell, referring
to there matters and to the history of the
Catholic episcopate said :
Of our Presidents of the United States not
one has been a Catholic. The Governors of
the various Commonwealths constituting the
Union, with only a few exceptions, have belonged to the different Protestant denominations, yet while prejudice has effectually
barred out the Catholic from the ruling
elective offices Catholic loyalty and love of
country has known no limit in maintaining
the integrity of the Constitution.
Although in some of the States a majority
of those entitled to the franchise profess the
of a CathCatholic faith, who has heard denouncing
olic Bishop in this, our country,
those of another religious persuasion on account of their belief ?
When did a Catholic Bishop ever abuse the
pulpit for the purpose of arousing sectarian
prejudice contrary to the law of the land?
If in these United States there are no more
law-abiding citizens than the Catholics it is
because the Catholic episcopacy, in word
and practise, have taught with the Apostle
that "there is no power but from God : and
those that are, are ordained of God." It may
be said, indeed, without fear of contradiction, that every Catholic Bishop in this land
is a powerful bulwark supporting the Constitution of the country.
This is only one of many phases of this
question. It is to be regretted that at this
stage of our history, it has to be referred to
at all. The Catholic people whether Bishops,
priests or laity, are an integral part of this
nation. They do not think or feel themselves a separate entity, and they do not want
to be thought of by others as such. They
do not feel that they should be picked out as
either actually or potentially disloyal. And
the people of Protestant denominations who
place Catholics on the defensive in this way
are doing this country of ours no service.
They are hurting and harming it. They are
(so far as they can do so) preventing the
disappearance of racial and religious suspicion from the minds of the people of America, and setting farther back the day of mutual respect and understanding.
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think them worth noticing.
We may like or dislike the Roman Inquisition (the name, of course, is far from pleasing to Protestant ears), but we can not deny
that no human tribunal has ever existed
uniting in such measure antiquity and extent of jurisdiction, Roman precision of definition antl deliberateness of procedure, with
an impartiality of administration wholly unknown to the tribunals of pagan Rome, and
compared with which the criminal courts of
Protestant England, until shamed into reformation by Romilly. less than a century
ago, were mere shambles and butcheries.
Although the temper of the Spanish Inquisition was harsher than that of the Roman,
as the Spanish temper generally, in matters
of religion, was harder than the Italian, yet
as concerns the limitation of Church authority to the baptized, Spain and Rome were
one. Encroachments of the Castilian Inquisition against unbaptized Jews were no more
alleged (two or three instances excepted)
than of the Roman. Dominican, Jesuit and
general Catholic theology, agree in approving
the Spanish Dominican dictum: " The Pope
is the Head of the Church, but he is not the
Lord of the world, and he can not delegate
an authority which he does not possess."
When this dictum, in 1537, was supported
by the bull of Paul 111 in vindication of Indian rights, the aberrant theses of Scotism in
this direction may be regarded as having
been finally set aside, and the discriminating
Italian intellect, steady in affirming the rights
of the Church within the pale of baptism,and
equally steady in stopping short at this, was
set beyond all danger of relapse.
Yet in view of this long history of Church
legislation affirming the exemption of nonChristians in generaland of Jews in particular from the jurisdiction of the Church,
President White has discovered that the
baptism of Edgar Mortara was not, as we
have always been told, the act of an ignorant
and ill-advised maidservant, violating, at
least virtually, a papal Constitution, and
bringing herself under danger of mortal sin,
but was the act of the Holy Office itself.
Unless the Ambassador can show that
Pius IX and his advisers were smitten with
temporary aberration of mind, which let
everything go hurlyburly, topsyturvy, he
convicts himself of an unintelligence here
compared with which all the instances of his
misapprehension of Catholic matters accumulated by Dr. Walsh and Father Campbell
are a mere nothing.
Certain it is that in his account of Edgar
Mortara's baptism Dr. White does not exhibit the faintest consciousness that all was
not to be expected, opportunity serving, as a
matter of course. He seems wholly unaware
that it was the business of the Holy Office to
restrain,not to promote such a dubious act,
although it could not release the child from
the legal consequences.
Continental, especially Italian, Liberals
are often very pleasant men, and for important purposes valuable. Yet I have read
enough of them to know that very commonly
their ethics towards the Church of Rome are
not ill-expressed by a variation of Luther's remonstrance to the Landgrave Philip: "A
man who shrinks from a good plump lie for
the benefit of the true religion is not worth
talking about." Some of Karl Blind's latest
articles afford a very good illustration of
this.
How was the Mortara matter received at
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Sunday, Jan. 24.

Third Sunday after Epiphany. Epistle,

Romans xii, 16-21; gospel, St. Matthew viii,
1-13. Feast of St. Timothy, Bishop, Martyr.
The feast of St. Timothy, Bishop and Martyr, directly precedesthat of theConversion of
St. Paul the Apostle whose beloved son in
the faith St. Timothy was. To him St. Paul
wrote two of his epistles, and in these epistles we find some of his most noble and
glowing utterances. Here is the cry of his
supreme humility and his boundless trust
when he exclaims that it is "a faithful
saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that
Christ Jesus came into this world to save
sinners, of whom lam chief. But for this
cause have I obtained mercy : that in me
first Christ Jesus might show forth all patience, for the information of them that
shall believe in Him unto life everlasting."
Here comes the clarion call to Timothy :
Fight the good fight of faith : lay hold on
eternal life, whereunto thou art called, and
hast confessed a good confession before many
witnesses." Here are those words of sublime prudence: "But godliness with contentment is great .gain. For we brought
nothing into this world : and certainly we
can carry nothing out. The desire of money
is the root of all evils; which some coveting
have erred from the faith, and have entangled themselves in many sorrows. But
thou, 0 man of God, fly these things : and
pursue justice, godliness, faith, charity, patience, mildness." All these words occur in
the first epistle to St. Timothy. In the second
epistle, evidently written during St. Paul's
last imprisonment at Rome and not long before his martyrdom, comes the glorious declaration of the veteran Apostle : "lam even
now ready to be sacrificed; and the time of
my dissolution is at hand. I have fought a
good fight, I have finished my course, I have
kept the faith. As to the rest, there is laid
up for me a crown of justice, which the
Lord the just judge will render to me in that
day : and not only to me, but to them also
that love His coming." He declares: "If
we be dead with Christ, we shall live also
with Him. If we suffer, we shall also reign
with Him. If we deny Him, He will also
deny us." And in this epistle comes that
magnificent utterance of a firm hold on the
loving and omnipotent strength of God :
" For I know whom I have believed, and I
am certain that He is able to keep that which
I have committed unto Him, against that
day." Wonderful words are these. Oh, how
can we endure to 'spend our time on frivolous, worldly reading; and be ignorant of
such noble things as these ? We may meet
some difficulties in the epistles, but the
Church will explain them for us. Let us learn
writings of St. Paul.
to know and love the
Monday, Jan. 25.
Conversion of St. Paul the Apostle.

'

Tuesday, Jan. 26.
St. Polycarp, Bishop, Martyr.
Wednesday, Jan. 27.
St. John Chrysostom, Bishop, Confessor,
Doctor.
Thursday, Jan. 28.
Votive Office of the Blessed Sacrament.
Friday, Jan. 29.
St. Francis dc Sales, Bishop, Confessor,
Doctor.
Saturday, Jan. 30.
St. Martina, .Virgin, Martyr.

Sunday.
The crowning virtue of St. Paul, the
Apostle of the Gentiles, is his intense love
for God and for his fellow-man. St. Paul
never did anything by halves. He loved the
Lord his God with all his heart and soul and
mind and strength. Love was the motive
power of his indomitable zeal and indefatigable labor.-Cardinal Gibbons.
Lead us, great teacher Paul,
In wisdom's ways,
And lift our hearts with thine
To heaven's high throne,
Till Faith beholds
The clear meridian blaze,
And, sun-like, in the soul reigns Charity,
alone.
Monday.
Where there is love, there is no labor, or
if there is labor, the labor is loved. St. Paul
smiled at tyrants, at obstacles and privations. See how his ardent devotion to
Christ is shown in that sublime sentence in
his epistle to the Romans : Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or distress, or famine, or nakedness, or danger, or persecution, or the
sword? lam persuaded that neither death,
nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor
powers, nor things present, nor things to
come, nor might, nor height, nor depth, nor
any other creature shall be able to separate
us from the love of God, which is in Christ
Jesus our Lord."
0 sweetest Heart of Jesus. I implore
That I may ever love Thee more and more.
Tuesday.
Just as the manna which fell on the children of Israel in the desert adapted itself to
the taste of each consumer, so do the letters
of the Apostle St. Paul accommodate themselves to the special wants of every pious
reader.
Ah. show me always, Lord, Thy holy will.
And, to each troubled thought, say : Peace
be still!
Wednesday.
Read his epistles through and through.
Read a chapter every day.
Depart, each earthly care, each worldly
smile!
Leave me alone with Jesus for a while.
Thursday.
Do you seek for divine knowledge? You
will find it in the epistles of St. Paul.
Take Thou the guidance of my whole career,
That to displease Thee be my only fear!
Friday.
Do you seek for the manna of spiritual
consolation? You will find it in abundance
lin the epistles of St. Paul. You will receive
a share in the Apostle's spirit and virtues;
and you will enjoy, I hope, hereafter, a
share in his glory.
A Star in the East !
Follow its leading,
What is the end of the quest?
A low manger bed
Where oxen are feeding,
And a Babe on His mother's breast.
Lead us, 0 Star,
By thy clear shining light
To Bethlehem's manger,
This wonderful night.
Saturday.
St. Paul was as distinguished for his virtues as for his gift of eloquence. One of
the most striking traits exhibited in the
life of the Apostle is his profound humility
of heart. Cardinal Gibbons.
Low before the Crucified
Sink all selfishness and pride.
Loud to Thee, dear Christ, we cry :
Join us with Thy saints on high !
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"The English Pope."
only
Englishman who ever occupied
'The
the Chair of St. Peter was Nicholas Breakspeare, a wandering beggar-lad, who, by
from
virtue of his own abilities, rose.
scholar,
the extreme poverty of a vagrant
through the various degrees of Canon,
Abbot, Legate, and Cardinal, to the lofty
position of Supreme Pontiff." This brief
summary of the life of Pope Adrian IV
should be interesting enough to attract us to
a perusal of Miss F.N. Steele's " Story of
the English Pope," in the enterprising- St.
Nicholas Series edited by Dom Bede Camm,
O. S. B.
Nicholas Breakspeare was born about the
year 1100, in a village in Hertfordshire,
Eng., near the town of St. Alban's. His
parents were very poor, and he himself is
said " to have wandered about the country,
begging his bread as he went, or, what is
more probable, working for it, having made
up his mind, when he started, that he would
make his way to France." He eventually joined the Canons of St. Rufus near
Avignon, where he finally became prior of
the monastery. Later, Pope Eugenius III
made him a Cardinal, the second Englishman
to receive that dignity; and then he was
sent as Legate into Norway and Sweden on
the very important mission of establishing
metropolitan Sees there and freeing the
Church from the oppression of the State.
So successful was he in his mission that,
many years after he was dead, his memory
was still cherished and reverenced in Scandinavia as that of a saint. Before his return to Rome, Pope Eugenius had died; and
his aged successor. Pope Anastatius IV,
died also, after a brief reign of only sixteen
months. At the election for a new Pope, the
English Cardinal was unanimously elected,
and was solemnly installed in the Chair of St.
Peter, Dec. 5, 1154. With such an introduction our interest should be aroused to follow
through the pages of Miss Steele's volume,
this Pope's career. "It says much for his
strength of mind and character that, in the
midst of difficulties which would have
crushed any man of ordinary capacity, he
was always able to find a path safe to tread,
and, from his accession to the day of his
death, could truly say that he had always
worthily upheld the honor and dignity of the
Holy See." Publishers, Benziger Brothers.
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"St. Thomas of Canterbury."
Belonging to the same series is the Life of
St. Thomas of Canterbury, another Englishman, born in London in 1118, only a few
years later than the first English Pope.
Thomas a Becket, as he was known on earth;
rose to he Archbishop of Canterbury and won
the crown of a martyr and of a saint. His
noble history is here written for us by the
gifted pen of Father Robert Hugh Benson.
Such glorious lives as the "St. Nicholas
Series" sets before us should become familiar reading in our homes, and among old
and young.
"Cardinal Gibbons' Sermons."
The name of Cardinal Gibbons on the
title page of a book carries weight, and wins
a welcome for the volume at once. The brief
preface to this special book, "Discourses
and Sermons for Every Sunday and the
Principal Festivals of the Year," evokes a
still heartier welcome and rouses our reverent interest. For the venerated author tells

us that these sermons, preached, for the
most part, in the Baltimore Cathedral,
" have been the fruit of nearly fifty years'
serious meditation in the Sacred Ministry;"
and that " the subjects embraced in this
work have been to the writer an unfailing
source of joy and comfort, of strength and
fortitude, during the last half century."
Moreover, the Cardinal adds that these
same subjects have been, "to millions of
souls in every age, for nearly twenty centuries, a fountain of light to those that sat
in darkness; they have been an infallible
guide to the Christian pilgrim, a consolation
to the afflicted, courage to the faint-hearted,
food to the hungry, an inexhaustible refreshment to those that thirst after righteousness; they have been wholesome medicine to
the sick, a salutary rebuke to the sinners,
and the hope of eternal life to the faithful
followers of Christ." And the beloved Cardinal says:"I earnestly trust that they
will also reward the pious reader with those
heavenly treasures which only the Gospel
message can abundantly bestow." The Review gave, last week, on pages 8, 9, the
Cardinal's entire sermon for the feast of the
Holy Name. It is a good specimen of the
serene sweetness, the attractive simplicity
and the practical strength of the eminent
author's style.
The book, in its flexible binding and compact shape, is a pleasure to handle and a
credit to the publishers. The 525 pages are
printed in very serviceable type, clear and
distinct like the lessons the book contains.

"St. Agnes."
"The Veneration of St. Agnes, V. M.,"

by the Rev. Thomas Shearman, C. SS. R.,
is a work containing much and varied information concerning the beloved virgin-martyr,
St. Agnes, under the headings of " her veneration, * by saints and holy persons, b by
Popes and Cardinals, c by religious orders
and societies, in various countries, e in
liturgy, f in literature, and finally in art."
In this way, the author thinks that "the
universality, continuance, and popularity of
the devotion will be best brought out."
Publishers, Benziger Bros. Price, $.45.

'

"How I Came to Do it."
" How I Came to Do It" is the attractive
and not the entire title of this story; which
purports to be "a holiday sketch, on the
celibacy of the clergy, by Rev. J. Blackswhite, edited by Monsignor John S. Canon
Vaughan." The title page also carries two
strong quotations as added hints as to the
following pages. One is from George Eliot :?
'' The Catholics are right, with their
higher rule and their lower.
Some are
called to subject themselves to a harder discipline, and renounce things voluntarily,
which are lawful for others. It is the old
word, necessity is laid upon me.' "
The other is from Lord Macaulay :
"If the system on which the Founders of
the Church ofEngland acted could have been
permanent, the Reformation would have
been, in a political sense, the greatest curse
that ever fell on our country. But that system carried within it the seeds of its own
death. It was possible to transfer the name
of Head of the Church from Clement to
Henry; but it was impossible to transfer to
the new establishment the veneration which
the old establishment had inspired."
How these mottoes suit the book the
reader must discover for himself. Publishers, Burns and Gates, London.

'
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A CATHOLIC SCIENTIST ON
EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES.
The Rev. Martin S. Brennan, pastor of St.
Lawrence O'Toole's Church, St. Louis, is
an authority on astronomy and geology. On
the subject of the recent earthquakes in
Italy he has given out some interesting
statements to the Western Watchman.
"The science of seismology," said he in
substance, "is almost entirely indebted to
the researches and labors of Robert Mallet, a
mechanical engineer, who gives the results of
his efforts in volume XXI of the Transactions
of the Royal Irish Academy, pages 51 to 113.
This work, published in 1848, gives the mechanics and mathematics of earthquake
waves, and besides being the first scientific
report on the subject ever given, it is practically the only satisfactory explanation that
has been offered up to the present time.
"The celebrated travelers, Humboldt,
Bonpland and Boussingault. spent years in
gathering together facts and data from the
neighborhoods of the great earthquakes ; and
according to their opinion the most violent
earthquake in all recorded time was that at
on the western
Riobamba, in
coast of South America, in 1797, when such
was the intensity of the force that bodies
were flung across the river to the height of
100 feet. The little city of 20,000 inhabitants, with its numerous churches and other
prominent buildings, was so entirely wiped
out of existence, that when Humboldt visited
the place the largest object he could find
was a pile of stones ten feet high. To-day,
however, a few miles from the ill-fated
place is a thriving city of 18,000 people.
"According to Humboldt, seismic disturbances are of such frequent occurrence in
some countries he has visited, that the inhabitants pay no more attention to an earthquake than we do to a shower of rain. In other
places, the shock in its progress opens great
fissures in the surface of the earth beneath
the feet of the natives, who are sometimes
able to save themselves from the horrible
engulfment by rapidly extending their arms
at either side, thus checking the sudden descent.
"Humboldt gives a thrilling instance of
a large house swallowed up by one of these
The building remained intact
fissures.
and the occupants, being able to pass from
one room to another through the inside
doors, found it possible to prepare food and
even to strike a light at night, until rescued from their predicament two days later.
" Our knowledge of the causes and the origin of earthquakes is very obscure, owing
to the suddenness with which they appear,
the terror they inspire, and the immense
distance of their location beneath the earth's
surface. Mallet says the origin of the Riobamba shock was 30 miles below the surface
of the earth.
"The velocity of the earthquake wave is
different in different media, the waves traveling faster in the solid body of the earth
than in the liquid body of the water. For
instance, the origin of the Lisbon earthquake was 100 miles out to sea, though deep
in the earth below it: yet the earthwave,
reached the doomed city and got in its work
of destruction a half-hour before the tidal
wave followed to complete the devastation.
"The most probable cause of earthquakes-at least of great earthquakes
?is a bodily movement up or down, of an
extensive portion of the earth's crust. Geology tells us that the earth is still contracting, and that if the crust settles down slowly

:
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and without much resistance, the movement
is imperceptible. If, however, the crust is
very stiff, it does not yield immediately, but
holds together until the force has become
so great that one part of the crust slips on
the other, making an immense fissure or
what is known to miners as a fault.' This
sudden slipping of several thousand feet
causes an awful jar, which is transmitted
in waves- earthquake waves.
" It is very evident, from the presence of
volcanoes in the neighborhood, that there
must be some unusual disturbance in the interior of the earth beneath Calabria and
Sicily. Besides Mts. Vesuvius and Etna,
there is Stromboli in the Lipari Isles, which
is the only volcano in Europe that is constantly in action."
Father Brennan said that while earthquakes have sometimes been caused by volcanoes, because the latter undermine stratum by carrying away matter, the disturbances thus occasioned were not of sufficient
importance to be classed among the great
earthquakes.
Asked as to the cause of the volcano,
Father Brennan defined it as "chemical action, the theory held by Sir Humphrey Davy,
and a number of chemists.
'These claim that nearly all volcanoes
are on the shores of the ocean, which is a
fact ; for seven-eighths of the live volcanoes
of to-day are on the shores of the Pacific.
' The chemical theory is. that the water
of the ocean, trickling downward through
the strata of the earth's crust, comes into
contact with the metalloids such as potassium, sodium, magnesium, etc.?which are
found in the pure state in the interior of the
earth. These metalloids have an awful affinity for oxygen, and when brought into contact with water hiss like a red-hot iron in
uniting with the oxygen, thus producing immense volumes of heat. The water still continuing down, meets this heat and is changed
into steam, until at length the elastic forces
of the steam become so intense that in its
mighty effort to escape, everything is swept
before it. This is the volcano."

'. . .

EDGAR ALLAN POE AND JAMES
CLARENCE MANGAN.
The celebration by the Boston Authors
Club of the one-hundredth anniversary of
the birth of Edgar Allen Poe will remind
many of the fact that Ireland produced a
poet whose verses are similar to Poe's in
many ways?the repetitions and the curious
involved diction which we find in the poetry
of the American bard being also a striking
feature of the verses of the Irish poet.
James Clarence Mangan is the Irish poet we
mean, and his poems are all too little known
among people of his race in America.
It must not be supposed, however, that
Mangan copied Poe. As a matter of fact, he
preceded Poe by several years in the production of poems in a style which we now
associate entirely with the name of Poe.
Miss Guiney, in her book, "James
Clarence Mangan A Study," thus refers to
the close resemblance existing between the
poetry of Mangan and Poe :
"In the Dublin University Magazine, during the years when Poe was attaining the
zenith of his success, figure successive specimens of the unchanged art of the man who
had the start of him by at least five years;
for the Barmecides was in print in 1839, and
the Karamaniau Exile, a finished model of
its kind, was contemporary with the as yet
cisatlantic Raven, and the predecessor of

:
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Ulalume, Lenore, Eulalie, For Annie and the readers will ever look at 'II Cortegiano.' It
is only in Italian that it can be read rightly.
" Mr. Joseph Skipsey openly implies that No translation gives any impression of the
It is pelluPoe fell across Mangan's experimental limpid delicacy of its style.
measures during his own editorial and jour- cid. It has no conscious graces. It internalistic career. The proposition might have poses nothing between the reader and the
more weight coming from a more cautious subject, unless it be an undercurrent of perpen; yet it is a practicable guess, did one petual music, stately or joyous as the case
care to entertain it. The American's thrift may be, but always simple, clear, and perand hardihood, his known accomplishment of fectly adapted to the sense. A style so
buccaneering, beneficent as it chanced to be beautiful, but so unadorned, is. of all, the
in the application, helped him to adopt and hardest to translate, and few men have
bring into notice any reform perishing in ob- handled English in a manner which qualiOn the other side, no fies them to attempt it. It is in its own
scure hands.
arraignment of this sort can be brought tongue, therefore, that this, like all other
against poor chivalrous Mangan which would masterpieces, is to be enjoyed, and what a
not be a chronological absurdity. Coleridge feast of pleasure it supplies ! By this alone
the forerunner might have pushed his verbal a man might think himself repaid for the light

rest.
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practise farther, but he lacked the sensationalism which is a noble ingredient if used
sparingly and in season, and of which Mangan and Poe were, beyond all doubt, possessed. Now, it is not to be forgotten that
one of these lived and died, as it were, in a
hole; that at no time was he in the current
of events, or so placed, withdrawn in the
violet shadows of the Wicklow Hills, that
he could and would scan even the near English horizon. It was the business of the
other to sit in a watch-tower,
" 'Where Helicon breaks down
In cliff to the sea.'
Mangan the True Founder of the Poe Style.
" Poe, if it may be said respectfully, was
what the Gypsies call a jinny-mengro onewho-knows-what - is - up - and can not - beguiled. Under circumstances comparatively
kind, from an official chair, and with the
bravery which is half the battle, he bequeathed to the soil of English literature a
hitherto exotic beauty. It is unnecessary to
ask whether he learned his lyric latitude of
phrase from the Dublin University Magazine. But Clarance Mangan, shrinking like
the Thane before the supernatural 'All hail
hereafter! ' is the true founder nevertheless
of the most picturesque feature in modern

- -

poetry.

:
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"The two Celts had much, very much, in
common; Poe's Attic taste, springing from
his fortunate training, is responsible for
They had kinmost of the difference.
dred dreams; they were haunted by the same
loathing of the ' dishonor of the grave;' they
died almost under identical circumstances of
pain and mystery in the same year."

...

A GLIMPSE OF MEDIEVAL ITALY.
In the London Saturday Review occurs an
excellent notice of '' Baldassarre Castiglione,
the Perfect Courtier: his Life and Letters,
1478-1529," by Julia Cartwright (Mrs. Ady).
"Castiglione," says the notice, "was a
lovable and polished gentleman, perhaps the
finest of his time, who attempted diplomacy
with moderate success and who wrote one
"Castiggreat and memorable book."
Duchy
in
the
of
1478,
in
lione was born
New
International
the
(to
quote
Mantua,"
Encyclopaedia,) " and studied in Milan. His
many talents, wide knowledge and polished
manners made him a favorite of Guidobaldo
di Montefeltro, Duke ofUrbino," (the son
of that Duke Federigo of whom an account
was given in our Review of Jan. 2. " Castiglione's chief work is his famous 'Libro
del Cortegiano' (Venice, 1528); a manual
for courtiers, notable for its finished style
and for the high ideals which it sets forth
as constituting the perfect courtier."
Says the Saturday Review :
" One wonders how many of Mrs. Ady's
?

effort of acquiring the Italian language. For
it is the medieval world which flashes out
before us as we turn the pages: no pale or
colorless transcription of half-remembered
things, no imperfect record, stiffened out of
knowledge by passing through the brain of
some pedantic writer, but the very life itself, quick, joyous, actual, and abounding
always in humanity."
"A Picture of the Better Mind of Italy."
The time and place which " The Courtier"
represents is "the Court ofUrbinoin the
great days of Julius II," when "the Court
was full of glory.
The new Pope himself had but just left Urbino. which was
filled with splendid guests drawn together
to do him honor.'' The gue?ts were gathered together in the apartments of the
Duchess, "that pure and noble woman,
whose presence was a delight to every man
that saw her"; and the Duchess ordered her
friend, Emilia Pia, to find some pastime for
them. The clever Emilia decreed "the
game should be that every man should propose something entirely new and interesting," and then she merrily rejected every
proposition "until Fregoso, pointing out how
rarely one saw so many distinguished men
as were present on that evening, proposed
they should combine to describe what it is
that makes a courtier ;
and thus, forfour
successive evenings, the talk flows on, always sparkling and delightful, till at length
there emerges before us a faithful, vivid
picture of the better mind of Italy in these
days in which its evil qualities were perhaps
more prominent.
The Other Side of the Medieval World.
"It is this which gives its great historical
value to 'The Courtier.' The student desiring to understand the life of medieval
Italy will find too frequently that the
writers he consults offer him little more
than a catalogue of wars and crimes, professing to regard such tragedies as fairly illustrative of the subject. Men of sense revolt from the attempt to depict a race of
monsters, knowing well that human nature,
treated broadly, tends in all ages to an
equality ; and that deeds of blood, even
when truly told, are never typical, but represent abnormal moments even in the worst
of men. It is obvious enough, to those who
read the blackest records of those times,
that the scandals there depicted can not
represent more than one aspect of the world
as it then was, and that somewhere even
then, in Courts or private homes, the great
ideals of nobility and purity must certainly
have been cherished. It is in ' The Courtier '
that we find them. There is the other half of
our medieval world, simple, sweet and
stately, full of light and laughter, but shot
through with high purpose and with noble
thinking?a book indeed as beautiful as any
thathas been produced, and one that may be
read with profit by the best of us."

.
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FuWtaMOrend omen.
Ihe Baby Choir.
Boxbury, Jan. 1, 1909.
:
cle
Jack
Dear C/<
to Benediction
invited
being
On
Catholic
for
Destitute
the
Home
in
Children, Boston, the writer was
told the babies would sing, and
thought the usual choir of children
the first
was meant; but no,?for
for
time in the Home, and perhaps
all
babies
the first time on record,
at
Beneunder six years of age sung
the
diction. Father McCarthy from
a
Benediction,
and
Cathedral gave
and
out,
brave
dozen little totseang
0 Salutahs," the Tan?

roam afar, bright scenes to see.
A wandering gypsy heard her

complaint, and coaxed her, with
bright pictures of life abroad, away
with her. The mountain children
returned, but there was no little
queen to welcome them, and they
went in search of her. Then came
the gypsy camp, with the roving
rollicking band, gayly singing and

dancing to the music of the tamboutheir leader,
rines. Mother
came in, bringing the little mountain
queen weeping and begging to be
taken back ; but the old gypsy was
inexorable. The little queen is to
sing and sell baskets at the fair;
and the gypty band form a circle,
dance about, and weave a gypsy
spell around her. At last, all are
true, the
weary and seek repose ; they slumturn Ergo," and the responses, and, ber deeply, and the little queen
after Benediction, the "Adeste steals away. In the dark nioht she
Fideles." The words were dis- wanders long, and then, exhausted,
tinctly said, and the most approved lies d>wn to rest. The darkness

"

"

pronunciation of the Latin was vanishes, bright light appears, and

given.

Though knowing well children's
love of singing, we marveled at the
patient training the sweet little
of the
voices showed. At one side
surely
the
altar was the Crib; and
there,
represented
.Jesus,
little Infant
lovingly to these
must have listened
His praise.
intoning
baby-voices
there was an
Benediction,
After
children of
the
by
entertainment
little tots
the Home, and these same
came
Benediction
at
that had sung
us, in
told
and
nighties,
out in long
childish glee, that Santawe Claus
were
if
would come to-night
he
that
should;
we
good and did as
doll,
sheep,
woolly
would bring us"
bo-peeps, If.
that talked, and nice
we-were-good;" then darkness
ones eye.
crept on and the little
there was
soon
became heavy, and
asleep.
a row of little tots sound
Claus
In came such a jolly Santa
every
and
with his bag of toys;
good for
little one must have been
.beep,
woolly
he distributed the
impartially.
dolls and bo-peepsquite
Brown
Then "Captain Willy
in,
came
town
in
kids
" mark,
with all the
he making them all toe the
followed,and such a gay scene
songs
ball games, merry-go-rounds,
a remarkand dances. There was
of
company
a
by
ably good drill
thg, the beauboy with our loved
waving over
Stripes,
tiful Stars and
we thought,
surely,
their heads; and
such fine
with
the country is safe
to mansoldier-boys growing up
,
hood.
followed.
A pleasing operetta
chose
Some mountain children
Queen,
for
their
-sweet Rosalie"
her
brought her tlowers, crowned
loytheir
with rose,, and pledged
came
alty to her. A little shepherd
sheep
some
running in, to say that
called all
had strayed. The queen
she
them,
for
her subjects to search
no,
herself wishing to lead; but this
have
their queen must not
mossy
labor, she must remain on her
return.
throne, they would soon
the silence
After all the gay play,
queen
lit*
the
lonely,
was very
might
she
weaned of it, and wished
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NURSE USES FATHER JOHN'S
MEDICINE BY DOCTOR'S ORDER
Because of Good Results Miss Wood Recommends
It to Her Friends for Throat and
Lung Troubles.
Miss Ella M. Wood, a professional reliable and honest medicine, beneficial
both old and young, when taken as
nurse, of Guilford, Conn, tells an in- to
directed for specified troub'es.
You
teresting and convincing story of her are at liberty to affix my name and vowords:
following
cation to this testimony." (Signed) Ella
experiences, in the
"During the years I have engaged in M. Wood, nurse, (luilford, Conn.
Because of its pure and wholesome
nursing, I have used Father John's
Medicine in numerous cases hy order of iogredients, which nourish and build
the attending physician, and as I have up the body, Fa her John's Medicine ro
witnessed its beneficial result* in lung, strengthens the system that it is able to
throat and all kindred distempers, felt ward off attacks of disease. Cures
justified in recommending ft when colds, conghs, throat and lung troubles
asked a nurse* advice hy fiiends. I without the use of alcohol
consider Father John's Medicine a safe. drugs?not a patent medicine.

speaking is not permitted
during meals. There are three' long
tables in the room. At the middle
one, all the younger girls sit, and it
is very amusing to watch all these
pretty little children of five and six
sitting there so demur, and quiet.
During luncheon Madrede Neuville walks up and down between
the tables reading the letters sent
to the internes. When a girl wishes
something, she stands up and Madre
dc Neuville comes to her to satisfy
her wish.
"At table every sixth girl serves
the other five. The dishes and the
plates are placed in front of her. If
you wish anything she is to be
asked. But, of course, every week
it is somebody else, so that every
serious girl has the right to be a
little mother every now and then.
to mix, but

still brighter fairies; and the little
queen awakes to find she has wandered into fairy land, where no mortal foot has ever strayed. The
fairies are kind, they care for her
and urge her to remain with them ;
but when tli y hear her story, and
her wish to see her home and her
loved ones again, they guide her to
her mountain home and restore her
to her loving friends, for these
bright creatur"8 are fairies of kindness, and they honor the mortal's
love of home, dear home."
The children, so well trained
with unwearied care by loving
hearts and hands, gave an afternoon
of pleasure by their pretty enterDuring luncheon one girl sits up on
tainment.
a high pulpit and reads the Bible
S. G. H.
aloud in French. After and before
meals Madre dc Neuville says grace.
A PROTESTANT GIRL IN A CATHOLICCONVET.
" What I like the most is Sunday.
Sunday we only come at 10 o'clock.
The managers of the Home for We go right into the vestry and put
the Friendless, a Protestant institu- on long white veils which cover our
tion of Buffalo, N. V., publish an faces; we look like brides. I forgot
entertaining little monthly journal, to say that we always wear uniforms.
Our Record, which tells of the Oh, but very nice ones
! Dark blue
work of the home. From a recent serge trimmed with velvet of the
issue of Our Record the Catholic same color. When our veils are
Union end Times of Buffalo re- orderly fixed and our black kid
A Protestant gloves buttoned, we go through a
prints an article,
Girl's Experience in a Catholic Con- private'passage to the chapel. But we
vent in Koine," a simple and girlish don't mix with everybody ; we are
story of the quiet, orderly yet happy behind the great grill which divides
life which goes on in a convent the church in two. It is a very
school. Miss Copland writes
pretty church. All the way up the
"Of course, all the teachers are aisle there are tiny little chapels on
nuns; and how patient and quiet each side ; these aro just big enough
they are! They never raise their to hold a toy altar, a beautiful fresco
voices nor get angry. I found after and two or three kneeling nuns.
a while that my Italian teacher was There are generally several priests
a princess?a member of one of the to say Mass. Sometimes they are
great Roman families. We called even higher than priests. Sunday

"

"

:

?

afternoon the nuns sing behind the
division. And many are the people
who come to hear this glorious
chant. For they have heavenly
voices.
" To my astonishment the sisters
never tried to convert us or never
spoke against our religion, which I
her that we go.
found very noble in them. It is so
"At luncheon all the externes easy to convert a,child !
and the internes sit together. It is
"The nuns were very kind to us
the only time when we are allowed and they all treated us as. if we
her 'Madre Doria.'
" After each lesson we have a
recreation of about ten minutes. We
go out in the garden and play childish games, ball, puss in the corner,
skip the rope, and all sorts of simple
things. A nun stands by us, and
when there is any discussion it is to
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were their equals. I have often regretted that we only stayed there
for two months ; but I am pleased
that I had a glimpse of a life so se-

the world and yet so
simple. And I can truthfully say that I never saw an unhappy look on anybody's face while
I was there.
told me the se" One of the nuns have
a smile on
always
cret?how to
one's lips ?to forget yourself ami
only think of others."
cluded

to
sweet and
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following places: China : E. Hupeh; ways a married man but is content
India: Madras, CoimbatoreandKum- with a salary of ten to fifteen dolbakonan ; Corea : Chemulpo ; Japan: lars a year.
Agina and Sendai; America Holy
Fatiieij
Buens of Uganda
Cross Mission; Alaska and St.
writes:?
Mary's Mission, Washington.
"lam at present visiting my isTiik gentleman, a Boston organ- lands in the Victoria Nyanza and
ist, who so generously answered getting acquainted with my Chrisour recent appeal for a cabinet or- tians. I hope soon to be able to
gan to be sent to Mother Paul in send you some photographs for, as a
Uganda, has thoughtfully sent to result of my sister's begging in Engthe Diocesan Office a circular des- land among her friends, I have
come into the possession of a camcribing the instrument.
The organ has a four octave key- era. Time and practise will imboard with swell, and is made ex- prove them , and later on I may be
pressly for missionary purposes. It able to send you better specimens.
I am preparing a class of fifteen
is portable and has been fitted for
"
a
small
box
measuradults
for baptism so I am pretty
its journey, in
busy.
cubic
Moreover
all the little quarweighfeet and
ing only seven
100
rels
between
man
and wife are setpounds.
ing less than
tled
by
Mother
Paul
the
so that now
missionary
In the meantime
and
I
again,
the
have
a
noisy
has written again expressing
half hour.
hope that some one will answer her Not to give offense to any of the
parties, I don't decide in favor of
request for this special gift.
any of them but give them a blowAn Anglican missionary writing ing-up and with a little present to
in the Lamp says that the Roman each of them send them off.
"
"Sleeping-sickness is still doing
Catholic missionaries in Japan have
tried to build a bridge over the its deadly work, and there is some
gulf which yawns between the talk of erecting a segregation camp
Latin Mass and the language of the on one of these islands. Colonel
people. It is customary for cate- Bruce has just arrived in Uganda
chists to tit in the congregation and has taken charge of the sleepand read aloud in the vernacular the ing-sickness investigation departwords of the Mass. I have heard ment. One hundred monkeys were
this at Mito when the words were caught in the Uganda forests and
inaudible as spoken by the officia on them experiments are being
ting priest. I have heard Latin, made.
French and Japanese in the Cathein Jesus Christ,
" Yours sincerely
dral at Tsukiji. Aa a general thing
Ekancm
M. Burns.
"

:

"

Gather up the fragments that re
main leat they be loat."?Johk vi., 12.
Diocesan Director)

REV. JAMES ANTHONY WALSH, M.Ap
Cathedral Beildanae:

75 Union Park Street. Boston, Mats'

" Foil the
to all

promise is to you and
your children, and to all that
are far off, whomsoever the Lord
our God shall cdl."?Acts, ii, iff).

Remittances. h*ve been received
during the past week from the folfowing branches: Help of Christians, Newton ; St. Hugh's, Roxbury ; Precious Blood, Hyde Park ;
St. Joseph's, Boston; St. Peter's,
Plymouth ; St. Joseph's, Salem;
Holy Redeemer, East Boston ; St.
Mary's, Melrose ; Annunciation,
Danvers; Immaculate Conception,
Boaton ; Immaculate Corception,
Everett ; St. Francis" dc Sales', Roxbury; All Saints', Roxbury; St.
Vincent's, South Boston. Perpetual memberships have been taken out
in favor of U. L. (deceased), E.
MoM. (deceased), P. McD. (de- theRoman Fathers excel the Angliceased) B. MeT). (deceased), M. H. can missionaries in the use of
the
vernacular."
We desire to make special acknowledgments as follows: gifts
Chinese Customs.
for Father Leong
The Chinese offer hot water not
(Chinese),
$10.00; Mass intentions for mis- cold to drink. Chinese inns remind
sionaries, $100.00 ; gift for famine one of the black-smith shops in
district in China, $5.00; Mass in- American towns.
tention for priest working | among
If you wish to make a profound
Xegroes or Indians, $5 00 ; gift for bow like the Chinese, first clasp
needy missionary, $1.00.
your hands in front and under long
flowing sleeves; second, raise your
" I pitt those poor creatures who joined hands to your forehead:
have never received the Faith and third, lower them to yourknees.
I'm thankful that I never had to
An idea of the population in China
look for it," sjid an excellent
may be gained from the fact that
women, a few days ago, who came during six months whioh covered a
to the Diocesan Office to leave the
famine period a few years ago,
contents of her mite-bo\.
2,000,000 persons perished in the
That is a spirit which combines
provinces affected.
gratitude and love of neighbor. May
it bring the grace of final perseverA Ten Dollar Church.
ance to the soul that possesses it.
Father Drontman, a Mill Hill
missionary in I'ganda started
Lkttkks have come recently from
work in a place called
Bishop Schang, Chefoo, China; pioneer
nine years ago, where he
Busego,
Moiher Paul, Uganda, B. E. Africa;
in darkFather Aelen, Madras, India ; found the natives steeped
est heathenism. He says that dayFather Beohu, India: Father Brun,
at last and the reHong-kong, China ; Father Lemarie, light has come
sults
of
the
five years are
past
Japan; Father Stam, Uganda,
success will
remarkable.
Ultimate
B. K. Africa; Father Tour, Hongon the number of shurches
depend
kong, China ; Father David, Annam,
China; Father Douspis, Swatow, established in charge of competent
China; Father Fleureau, Canton, Catechists.
These churches built of rough
China; Father Henry, Mill Hill,
and reeds with mud walls and
poles
England; Father Lambert, Mariroofs
cost about ten dollars.
grass
time Tonkin, and Father Fraisse,
has to be a man of
The
Catechist
Tonkin.
influence and exemplary life, and as
Remittances have been for- his service is constant he must be
warded during the past week to the supported by the mission. He is al-
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Disease Germs
Cannot harm healthy human
bodies. We cannot have healthy
bodies unless we have pure blood,
the kind of blood that Hood's
Sarsaparilla makes.
This great medicine has an unequalled, unapproaehedrecord for purifying and enriching the blood.
It cures scrofula, eczema, eruptions,
catarrh, rheumatism, anemia, nervousness, that tired feeling, dyspepsia, loss
of appetite, general debility, and builds
up the whole system.
?

Get it today in the usual liquid form or in
?hocolated tablet form called Sarsatabs.

and who can say how elastic the
latter term may be ? Then they
put all together in one sum.
Father Grose claims that Protestant and Catholic conversions are
in the ratio of one to ten respectively. He adds
"It is not, however, because of
our great financial resources that
the balance tips in our favor. The
Protestant preachers of all the different sects
legion, and their
societies, numerous and powerful,
contribute millions of dollars. Our
missionaries are poor ; they are too
few in number, but they have a capital on which to draw, which can
not be equalled by a continuous
stream of subscriptions nor thebank
accounts of millionaires : they have
the blessing of God."

:?.

Catholic and Protestant Statistics.
A German Jesuit, Father Grose,
has lately given to tbe public some

statistics of Catholic Missions.
This little book, modest in appearance, has nevertheless meant a great
deal of work on the part of its
author. He has made it his aim to
meet an objection current among
the l'rotestants of Germany who
try to explain the marvelous success
of the Church by the very skilful
though unscrupulous manner in
which they intimate that Catholics
juggle with figures. Father Crose
has taken from them this last pretext.

1

SH

Do You Drink Tea ?
Thiggin Thu ?
IF SO, DBK

IRISH TEA

The Kind of Tea They Use in Ireland
And in so noing help Ireland by encouraging
Irish Industries and thereby assist In giving
employment to the Irish people. Irish Tea is
now (or tale at the Uld Reliable Steamship
Office and Catholic Bookstore of

In the course of his work he
MARTIN J. ROCHE
shows that in collecting statistics
City Square
23
CHARLESTOWN
Catholics and Protestants proceed
Ouiy 00 cents per pound package.
per
Only
30 cents
half pound.
in very different ways. Catholics
There Is no better Tea sold than Irish Tea, at
make a distinction between the catCents a pound.
echumens and those who have been
\u25a0
baptized ; and only the latter are Christmas Time in Ireland "
?

included in the general total,

l'rot-

distinguish between the
communicants and the adherents,
estants

Every working man ought to have
plenty of good bread in his luuoh
box. Ilathaway's always pleases
because it keeps moist and appetizing longer than most kinds. Try it.

?

" Ah, Sweet Is Tipperary "
" Old Cork Beside the Lee "

These are some of the exquisitely pathetic songs in Denis A.
McCarthy's

" Voices from Erin "

Now in its second edition. There
are many other poems in the
book, each one a gem of feeling
and melody. $1.00 a copy, postpaid.
Send orders to
C. F. HATHAWAY & SON
DENIS A. MCCARTHY,
Cambbidsk
Waltham
Review Office,
East Cambridge,
Mass.
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ALCOHOL AND HOME HYGIENE.

It is practically impossible?at
least among the poor?for the alcoholic home to be hygienically
healthy. There is an insufficiency
of food, that which is being provided being unusually poor in quality and almost invariably badly
cooked. The sense of pride in the
home is lost, and neglect, carelessness, and apathy lead to a breach of
all the laws of personal and domestic hygiene. By the narcotizing influence of alcohol on the nervous
tissues of the mother she becomes
neglectful of herself, forgetful of
her children, contented with her

unnatural environment, and unresponsive to all incentives for the
betterment of herself or her family.
And lest it be said that I am only
telling part of the truth, let me add
that the like applies in great measure to the husband and father.
What can be the fate of children
whose lot is cast in such a home ?
Ushered into life with powers perhaps already handicapped, accustomed to the smell and taste of alcohol from earliest infancy, starved
and neglected in body, and it may be
stunted and warped in mind, living
among unsanitary and unwholesome
surroundings, with the street for a
playground and the publichouse as
the chief and daily resort, habituated to a drink-desolated home,
and knowing no other guardianship
than that of a drunken parentage, it
is little wonder that the impressions
of school life are quickly effaced,
and that sooner or later they recapitulate the miserable life-historyof
their forbears.
The more we probe into the conditions inimical to child life, the
more do we see that parental alcoholism is a potent factor?often, it
is true, an indirect and not easily
recognized one, but, nevertheless,
most powerful and pervasive in its
consequences.? B'itish Journal of
Inebriety.
THE

ST. EDWARD'S INSTITUTE

"

"

r

BOSTON COLLEGE

:

"

Boardini and Schoolfor

"

The Inward Effects of humors are worse
than the outward. They endanger the whole
Hood's Sarsaparilla eradicates all
cures all their Inward and outward
effects. It is the great alterative and tonic,
whose iuerit has been everywhere established.
system.
humors,

IT. ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY,

"

REVENUE
FROM.

-

190!)

TO

A principal of a Chicago public
COMES school, a woman, too, by the w«y,
came out before a conference of
women's club's of that city as an adStill the old and silly argument is
vocate of the saloon. She described
used that the liquor business must
districts as dead," beprohibition
be sustained to keep up the revecause
"lacked
one of the main
they
nues. And where does all this revof business," and declared
arteries
enue come from ': Is it not from
that "a respectable saloon-keeper
ihe pockets of the unfortunate
should
be as highly respected as a
slaves of that vice, who fill the cofbanker
or a baker." The comparifers of the bar with what should
son of the saloon to a bakery is
have gone to the improvement of
to a degree. The output of the
their homes t And what was the silly
contributes to vigor and
bakery
result' Do we not see many of
and life, whereas that of
strength
those homes in the hands of stranthe saloon makes for beggary and
gers to day, and no trace of those
death. There is not a
How disease and
who originally owned them
mind that
anybody's
doubt
in
has this change come aboutr
in
good
engaged
there
are
men
Through intemperance or indolence
business,
the
but
their
liquor
superinduced by drunken habits.?
personal character does not and
Bishop McDOHmtu, Alexandria,
can not avail against the overCan.
WHERE

January 23,

Colleges and Academies
REGULATE ITS SALOONS. Baltimore, composed of the hiertheologians
of
archy and accredited
the United States, after weighing
An effort is being made in the
the matter critically, strongly adcity of Mexico, and the Federal
vised Catholics to keep out of the
District in which the city is situliquor business altogether, and
815 Beacon Street, Boston
ated, to lessen the number of sathose who were already engaged in
(Eleventh Year).
loons.
it to change it for another, on acGovernor Landa of the Federal
Under the direction of Rev. Edward
count of the serious nature of the
Connolly, M. A., former Vice-President of
District believes that opportunity
University, and Lecturer on
from
it
inseparable
Georgetown
moral questions
Natural Law in Georgetown University
makes the thief," and he has real- and which do not pertain to other Law
School.
ized that more than two, and some- occupations. This action of the
Intended principally for young men in
business who wish to follow up then-studies,
times three and even four saloons,
and
for young men preparing for college,
the
dangerous
council emphasizes
or the professions, or pursuits that require
located on the same street, offer
special scholastic training.
some
it
tendencies of the saloon, and
A classical course, embracing Latin,
temptations to heavy drinkers or
far
as
Cathought to be decisive so
Greek, Mathematics, Logic, Metaphysics
Ethics, may be followed
light drinkers to pay more visits to olics are
concerned.? Catholic whollyor and
in part.
saloons than they really intend.
There are courses In English LiteraProgress.
ture;, Composition, Rhetoric, French,
Instances were cited by Governor
German, Elocution, Gtwture, and Expression.
Landa of men who emerged from
WILL REQUIRE VIGILANCE.
Instruction is adapted to the tastes of
one saloon, partially or fully satiseach pupil. Students are taught methods
of
teaching themselves. The abilities of
The daily press of Montreal state younger
tied, and who, on discovering a secscholars receive careful direction.
Day and evening tuition, privately or in
ond and even a third saloon decided that saloon-keepers throughout the classes.
Applicantsadmitted at any date.
on having u la penultima" or "just city complained on January 2 of a
Address
one more." This is due, in his large reduction in their business as
REV. EDWARD CONNOLLY, M. A.,
opinion, and in the opinion of the compared with previous New V ear's
sIR Beacon St., Bostoa.
members of the Government coun- Days, and they attribute the fact to
Telephone Back Bay 4245
cil who sent the ordinance to the the temperance crusade instituted
department of the interior for sanc- by Archbishop Bruehesi. "
This is indeed refreshing and ention, to the unusually large number
news to read in the morncouraging
located
in
each
block.
of saloons
the
Govat the opening of the
paper
Kscalante
of
ing
Secretary
Under the Dlreotion of the
the
Society of Jesus
ernment council made the state- new year. Alluding editorially to
For DAY SCHOLARS ONLY.
ment recently that while the au- the same question, the Montreal
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT.
thorities are fully aware that distance Daily Witness expresses the ediFour Years' Classioal Course, leading to the
Degree of Baohelor of Arts. Classes open
will not deter a man accustomed to fying hope that all will join in the
Bept. 18.
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
liquor from walking a little farther prayer of Archbishop Hruchesi that
Four Years' Course, embracing all studio.
the
there
be
no
recession
from
the
drink,
to get a
to College. Classes open
opportunity
may
Sreparatory
ept. 11.
results
of
temperbenign
when reduced to a certain limit most
the
THE ENGLISH COURSE.
those who do not wish to pursue the
will necessarily reduce the con- ance campaign inaugurated by him. For
study of Latin and Greek, an English
and Modern Language Course is provided.
sumption of alcoholic beverages Those who took part in that moveThomas I. GAHOn, s. J., Priiidtnt.
Rbv.
that
is
there
which are acknowledged, even by ment no doubt realize
Bar. Jonrm H. Booxwmix, B. J.,
consumers, to be a menace.
much more to be done, and that
Prtftct tt Studio
Much of the drunkenness with even to maintain the ground gained
which tlie cities of Mexico are will require eternal vigilance and
Wit. St. tkmry'* Academy
cursed, is undoubtedly due to the zeal.? Central Catholic.
Manshester, M. fj.
influx of Americans and the intro()i
b advice, which costs nothing,
duction, as a consequence, of AmerBOARDING SCHOOL for young ladles
Pleats send for catalogue to
will, if followed, bring big profits to
ican-style saloons.
\u25a0HE MOIHBB SUPERIOR
Take the
You send us missionaries as if those addicted to drink
we were not Christians," said a pledge of total abstinence ; keep it
and faithfully and it will bring you
prominent Mexican, adding,
you have sent us your bars, and friends and comfort. Why not utter
Brighton, Mass.
mixed drinks, which are bad for our "The die is cast" ? Cross the Rubicon and conquer a habit that, if not
young men."
Day
Young
conquered, will make you a slave.? For further particulars applyto the
Catholic Universe.
SISTER SUPERIOR
THE SALOON VERSUS THE
BAKERY.
MEXICO

Temperance.

12

Religious Vocations
from

n

Young: Men and Boys
years upward who may feel

them

selves called tobecome
Religious Teachers
are invited to rorreapond with the
Brothers of Holy Cross
Write for booklet. Address
THK HKOI'HEK SUPERIOR
Dujarie Institute
Notre Dame, Indiana

OURLADYOFTHE
ELIVIS
CHICOPEf, MASS.

In MM under the auspices or Ft
Rev. T. L>. Beaven. D. D., Bishop of Springfield
offers unexcelled advantages for Collegiate
Normal, High School and Grammar Courses.
Situated about four miles from Springfield
easily accessible by steam road and trolley.it
is unsurpassed in beauty of natural scenery.
The Collegiate and Normal Departments are
entirely distinct from the High School Depart
nient. As the number of students is limited
it is desirable that application be made early.
For particulars address Mother Superior, St.
Joseph's Normal College, Klliot St., Springfield Mass.
FoßD<!*d

whelming tendency of the American
saloon, which is unmistakably downward. As long as thirty or forty I'LKASK MENTION
years ago the I'lenary Council of

Ladies

Academy of the Assumption
Wellesley Hills, Hass.
This Academy, situated in the suburbs of
Boston, is only a few miles from the city. It is
on the line of the Boston and Albany Railroad.
The location is one of the most healthful and
picturesque in New England. The grounds
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies
s thorough and comprehensive, embracing all
the branches necessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day
pupilsapplyto
SISTER SUPERIOR.
Attached to the Academy Is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages of 5 and 14.
The object of this school Is to give such a general education as will fit pupilsto enter college

Greylock Rest,
ADAMS, BERKSHIRE CO., MASS.
Conducted by the Sisters of Providence.
Easy of accetS. Home Comforts. Trained
N.irses.
A most desirable resort for the care and treat
ment of nervous, chronic and convalescent in-

valids.

Completeand modern bydrotherapeutlc and
electrotberapeutic outfits and other modern and
valuable means and appliances for restoring
health. Insane and other unpleasant forms
of invalidism are not desired and are not re-

ceived. Address applications to
R«v.

Greylock Rest,"

Sister Superior,
Aclanix, Ma*.

January 2,3, 1909
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Re considerate, then, of the
OuD
rGaelic epartment
lie
wait
on
payou.
clerks who
COWDUCTMD BT KBV. If. P. MAHOsT
tient if there are others there beinsist
on
being
don't
you,
fore
and
lilio=CAMcneATh.
waited on out of your turn. Don't
be too ready to rush off to the of1. 11i CAicnise<Min An y:eAf pn Horn.
fice with complaints. Even if the
xxp an fofeAf fin.
2. TZi. spAm
salesgirl were short in her answers,
.'5. Hi
p lioni n& An mi At) 6.
just re member that her feet may
4. 11i vuJA p Horn 6nS Ati poe.
hurt her and her head may ache.
\
u
25a0"). Tll V«sx\'f born 6ha ax\ oon^f.
You find the air in the stores intolG.
TM'l aox)
xvif
erable after an hour or two. She
has to stand it eight or nine hours
7 11AC gp4IIT)A All CUIICAtIUf XVCA 01f.
at a stretch. And, in any case, re8. 11i l ctmcAtiur mAic Aise.
member how hard it is to lind work,
9. till was?cvmcAnur *tfp.
and, unless the offense is serious,
11 i f-eACAnn r6 50 oe^r.
10'
don't make yourself responsible for
11.
C& put) eigin e.arrJtiit>e,AC 'i\a ctnx> camce.
the loss of any woman's job.
12. TH fenuaim nn spim Aip A consult ,454111 fern.
However, there's such a thing as
overdoing even a good impulse like
feap, Lit. mr. t«s,&'p> or t«5Ap, a corruption of tUS,&, less, v-( d
consideration for others. We ought in parts of Munster and
The classic phrase wou'd
While
to consider ourselves also.
be nl ttijA opm c 11A, no*, less with me (to me or in my esteem)
it's downright wrong to ask the
he than etc.
clerks to show all the goods in
Dislike.
stock, and tell you the prices of
1. That man is not pleasing with (to) me.
everything when you know perfectly well you haven't the money
2 There is hatred at me on that man.
to buy, on the other hand don't take
3 Not less with me than the misfortune
I bate
what doesn't suit you just because
I
do
the
bad
luck.
him as
you've put the clerk to some trouble.
4. Not less (hateful) to me he than the post;/.'., he
Don't hesitate to ask prices and
makes
me shudder.
look at goods, if you really intend
?").
I hate him as Ido adversity.
to buy when you find what suits you.
And don't hesitate to go away and
6. There is no teaching (good manners) on him.
come back again a second time if
7. Is not ugly the contenance that is on him.
you feel undecided abc-vt the article
8. There is not a goodcontenance at him.
you have been looking at. It's only
9. There is not a propitious face on him.
the well-to-do woman who can af10.
He does not look nice.
ford to buy things and then throw
them aside if they don't suit her.
11. There is something wanting in his' share of talk ; It.,
The rest of us have to wear the un- something lacking in his talk ; (some insipidness in it).
suitable gown or hat, which we may
12. I can not keep my hatred upon him to myself.
have taken because the saleswoman
Formation of Verbal Noun?First Conjugation.
assured us it was a great bargain.
Many verbs form the verbal noun in ,arh or Ait ; e.g., reap
When you get it home you find that
standing ; pjic, wait, feicearh or feic=
your first judgment about it, be- stand, redraw or
fore you heeded the young woman eat), waiting. Many merely add eas ftii'be, sitting frompnt>
in the cloak department, was wise.
or luis=
sit ; Ull5, lie down, tmse, lying down ; but
It is not becoming, and it does not eat)
about as common. Some add At, broadening the final
are
go with your other clothes. But consonant,
as slaoio, call ; slaooac calling; but in some places
you have to wear it, just the same,
Some verbal nouns end in ill, eAt,
and it makes you uncomfortable and the people say slAoit>eAC.
beat;
or pAg get, pAsAU or pAsoAit gete.g.,
Wit,
pAis
or
every
pceAl,
ill-at-ease and self-conscious
time you wear it. So if you are ting ;pds, leave, pis Ait or F-isWil leaving ; safe, catch ; SAtiAit,
not sure the bargain is just what catching ; feicim, I see feiceAl, seeing, feicrm being the clasyou want, take time to consider it. sical form
cloifun I hear, ctoirceAt ard ctos, hearing; c6g,
The saleswoman may have been abtake,
COSAU or cOgWil, lifting, is a much used verb.
solutely right about it too. The lift or
suit, probably, was greatly reduced As a general thing a final slender consonant is broadened by
and to the right woman would be a dropping 1 if this be preceded by a broad vowel ; e.g., piais
great saving. Just keep in mind sew, py.As.4lt, sewing ; but ctuuin or ctoip hear, has, among,
that a bargain is never a bargain, other forms cUntipre-At ;cuis. understand, has cttigeAt and
no matter how cheap it is, unless it rtusbeAt, besides the classical cingpii.
is exactly what you need. Aunt
Bride has in mind a girl who gloves she does not need. Her bar- and larger ones from the novelties
waited until after New Year's to gain was anything but a bargain. and extreme styles, if they are unbuy her winter suit. She came On the other hand, ii 6^e
found fortunate enough to have many of
these left beyond the regular selling
red
broadhome with a handsome
black or gray or navy season. There is real
a
well-made
economy in
;
cloth. It certainly was ' a dream blue suit, simply cut in one of many waiting until after Christmas to
and no doubt the price was ten intermediate styles which never make some of your winter purdollars less than it would have b»en go altogether out, she would have chases, but, and this is the imporin November. But here are a few saved four or five dollars and got a tant point, it requires a very superior sort of judgment to
a
things the girl forgot. The style real bargain by waiting until after bargain when you see it. know
A garit
will
was extreme. Next winter
ment may be very cheap and yet
the holidays.
not be a bargain at all.
undoubtedly be conspicuously out
If it is
to
really
plan
It's a
commendable
of dale and the girl can not afford save your money and then spend it what you would have bought earlier
in the season and if it is sufficiently
a suit oftener than every third win- all at one 3 when prices are at their
inconspicuous so you can wear it
not
ter. She also forgot that red is
lowest. Merchants take account of next season without looking like a
becoming and that her winter hat stock at the beginning of the year, back number fashion plate, and the
and her gloves do not harmonize and when business is dull they like to price is a quarter or a third less
with red. She must either wear turn as much of it as they can into than in November, then it's safe to
say it's a bargain.
the unbecoming combination or cash. For this reason, small slices
of
prices
staples,
from
the
Au.nt Bride.
are
cut
a
hat
and
buy
strain a point and
wants.

"

Please say a word to the bargain-hunter," suggests one of Aunt
Bride's girls.
And that reminds
Aunt Bride that when "the days
begin to lengthen and the cold begins to strengthen " after the holidays, the bargain-hunters come out
in full force.
You rarely hear a woman admit
that she enjoys shopping, but in
reality there are very few of us
who do not get pleasure out of a
tour of the dry-goods district.
Kveu if she has very little to spend
she enjoys looking at the wares and
asking the prices. When a woman
has imagination she sees herself
decked out in the finery of her
choice some time in the near future. And truly there's no barm
in the pastime, if it's confined
within the limits of common sense.
A great deal of undeserved ridicule
and censure has been heaped upon

the head of the shopping woman.
After all, a trip through a big department store is very much like a
trip to a World's Fair. It's on a
smaller scale, to be sure, but a department store brings together specimens of wares from all over the
world, and that's all the World's
Fair does. When you come to
think of it, in the days before there
were easy ways of covering distances, the annual fair did for
people exactly what the big stores
do now. Only, long ago, families
crowded their shopping into a week
or a month, while nowadays the
fair is a permanent, all-the-year

fixture. You may go to the fair
any day, while your great grandmother only had the opportunity
once a year. Or, probably it was
your great-grandfather who was
the bargain-hunter in those days.
It used to lie the men of the household who did the family shopping.
It is only within the last generation
or two that women have been considered competent to carry the household purse.
So, if you like to shop and.the
search for a bargain is a perfect delight to you, there is no need of being ashamed of it and trying to hide
it. If you keep your eyes open and
think about what you see, your trips
to the everyday World's Fair may
have far greater educational value
for you than would the one trip to
a great international exposition
with all the sight-seeing crowded
into i week, which is about all most
of us get in a lifetime.
There are, however, a few rules
of the game which every shopper
ought to fix in her mind before

starting on her travels. The Golden Rule of conduct really applies
as much on a shopping trip as anywhere else.
Apparently, many
women forget this. Women who
ordinarily act like polite and considerate human beings become,
when on a shopping trip, rude,
elbowing fiends, indifferent
to everything except their own

.

,
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If Steve belonged to one family
LET US BE KIND.
more than the other, it was to
Let v ? lie kind ;
lonely,
Brady's, the occupier of the south
The way is long and
And human hearts are asking for this room on the fifth floor. Mrs. Brady
blessing only?
was a widow, and went out charing.
That we be kind.
There were five little Bradys, all
We can not know the grief that men may

Does not dolor the Hair
Stops Falling Hair
AYER'S MAIR VIGOR

like Steve, under the school attend-

burrow,

We can not seethe souls storm-swept ance age. Mrs. Brady's way with
Suddenly Micky, whose small
by sorrow,
them was to lock them out of the hand had been wrigglirg about in
Hut love can shine upon the way to-day, room if it was dry, in if it was wet, Steve's unnoticed for some time, so
to-morrow
?

after she had given them their
breakfast of a morning, and then go
I/'t U3 be kind ;
i his is a wealth that has no measure, about her business. Each young
This is ol heaven and earth the highest Brady was first, however, presented
treasure with a piece of bread for his or her
Let us be kind.
dinner, which was eaten, to save the
A tender word, a smile of love in meet- trouble of keeping, as soon as the
ing,
turned ; and then
A song of hope and victory to those en- maternal back was
the order of
stomachs
were
empty
ing,
trea
A glimpse of (iod and brotherhood the day till the mother came home
m hile life is IU-etiug?
at night.
Let us he kind.

Let us be kind.

Let us bs kind ;
Around the world the tears of time are
falling,
And for the loved and lost these human
hearts are railing?
Let us be kind.
To age a id youth let gracious words be

spoken,

1 pon the wheel of pain so many weary
lives are broken,
We live in van who give no tender token

?

Let us be kind.

:

Le 1 us be kind ;
The sunset tints will soon be in the
west,
Too late the flowers are laid then on the
quiet breast
Let os be kind.
Ard when the angel guides have sought
?

andfouidus,

link the broken ties
of earth that bound us,
And heaven and home shall brighten
all around us
Let us be kind.

The'r hands shall

?

LITTLE STEVE.

The tenement house which little
Steve occupied, in company with
some half hundred other human
beings, looked out over the railway line. It was the dirty and
squalid line which encircles the
a
greatest cities. If it had been
line which ran away to the country
it would have looked different,
Steve thought; but it was, like
himself, destined to a treadmill
round of the dreary town without a
chance of escape.
The windows of the house were
coated with such an accumulation of
smuts that the light could hardly
peep through. There was grass on
the sides of the cutting, but it was
a sadder thing thar> the dust which
the March winds blew about so
Such poor, stunted,
blindingly.
Steve
often wondered
dirty grass !
heart
to grow.
how it had the
belonging to
one
Steve had no
on
the common
him. He existed
char ty of the crowded h.use. His
mother had been a fl jwer girl, who
had died of pneumonia in a hard
winter, and no one had ever thought
when she died of sending Steve to
the poorhouse. Perhaps it was not
it
so much deliberate charity as that
so
was nobody's business, and with
many children on the staircases and
the
in the nirrow street between
high, dreary houses, one child more
or less haidly mattered.

To this forlorn little family Steve
attached himself, watching over it
much as a careful nurse might do
amid the perils of the streets. By
this he earned the right to " doss in
the Bradys' room at night, which
was much preferable to a bed on the
landing. By and by his occupation
would be gone, for these children
of the streets learn early to take
care of themselves; but Steve was
not one to look before, and for the
day he hugged greedily as much of
home and home ties as his connection with the Bradys afforded.
He had one taste shared by none
other in the street. That was a
great love of flowers, or anything
that brought him the country. The
feeling for the country which he had
never seen was in his heart like the
desire of the children of sailors for
the sea. Sometimes he seemed to
get a breath of it when the wind
was in the west. At times during
the long, long days he wouldadventure to the main thoroughfare, dragging the youngest Brady by the
hand, and stand staring at a florist's

"

window, till the shopman, suspecting larcenous desires, would order
him away.
His eccentricity was put down in
Greek street to an inheritance from
his tlower-girl mother, just as the
little Bradys had the brogue and the
impulsiveness of the country they
had never seen.
It was this impulsiveness in
Micky Brady that made the turningpoint in Steve's life. They were
sanding gazing into the florist's
window one day when the March
wind felt like May, turning Steve's
thoughts in the direction of wondering whether, hampered by Micky

Brady, he could accomplish the
walk to a certain growing stretch of
herbage whereupon real, if very
dirty, sheep grazed, and from which
a line of trees was visible, which indicated to Steve all he guessed at of
the country. The thought had come
into his mind of a sudden, making
his heart beat. The florist had just
bid him begone for the ninth time.
Kach time Steve, who was a docile
child, had retired obediently, only
to creep hack again almost unconsciously as the flowers drew him, and
their terrible guardian passed out of
sight.
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absorbed was Steve in his thoughts,
got loose and dashed away. There
was a shout. Steve made an agonized dart after the little three-yearold figure. In a second of time he
saw many things?little Micky
crushed under the feet of the great
horse that was steadily bearing
down upon him the anguish of
Mrs. Brady, who had been his one
friend?his own life-long disgrace?
this and much more was in his mind
as he flew upon Micky's traces.
Tr.e driver of the wagon was at
the other side of the horse. Steve
could see the stout country feet
lifting themselves as steadily as the
horse lifted his great feet with the
fringes of coarse hair down to the
hoofs. The driver had no idea of
Micky's peril. Would he cross in
front of thehorse J Would he not ?
The question was answered by
Micky suddenly falling almost under the great hoofs. At the same
moment Steve was upon him, and
had flung him away, roaring lustily
at the assault, as he took it. But
Something
Steve was caught.
crashed down upon his hips, pinning
him to the ground. Steve closed
his eyes. The pain for an instant
was siokenirg. He thought the
train had caught him at last against
the wall of the tunnel, as he had so
often dreamt. But why was Micky
screaming ? Micky was free of the
tunnel It was only he, Steve, who
had been ground to powder. Then
there was forgetfulness.
He came to himself in the white
ward of the children's hospital. He
had seen the outside of it many a
time, but he had never guessed it to
be like this. He was so walled up
in something that he could not move
but he smelt wallflowers somewhere
near his bed. Turning his eyes
from one side to another, he could
see a long row of little white-curtained beds. There were faces on
gome of the pillows, but others were
empty. Away at the end of the
long ward he could hear children
talking and laughing quietly about
the fire.
Presently a little boy on crutches
came down the ward, and seeing
Steve, called out:
" I say, Sister, here's 227 awake ! "
Then a sweet-faced nun with
white teeth came and stood by him
and smiled at him and asked him
how he felt, and fed him with something delicious out of a little flowery
cup with a long spout.
You're going on very nicely,"
"
"and if you're a very good
said,
she
boy,
perhaps you'll be able to
little
see your friend on Sunday."
miss?"
" My friend,
your friend who brought
Yes,
"
you here."
?

?

Of course it could only be Mrs.
Brady, though Steve wondered how
she came to be about when he met
with the accident.
" Micky wasn't hurt, was he,
miss?" he asked anxiously.
" Micky ? " The nun looked puzzled for an instant, then she seemed
to understand. " Oh, I remember
?the child you got hurt in trying
to save. No, he wasn't hurt. He's
all right, I believe. Now, don't
talk any more, dear, but sleep if you
can."
With little intervals of pain and
rest from pain, Steve got round the
week till Sunday came. There was
no inflammation, and Dr. Heys
thought that the little chap in 'I'll
bed might certainly see his friend if
the latter were quiet and stayed only
a short time.
( Conclusion next week.)
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SI. Vincent's Orphan Aiylum
Camden St.and Shawmut
Boston, Mass.

Aye.

Girls, orphans or half orphans between the ages of four and fourteen
years, will be received at the orphanage.

Address

ST. VINCENT'S ORPHAN ASYLUM
Boston, Mass

amden St.

M

*t%

<jf

J

St. Mary's Infant Asylum ana
Hospital
and Jerome St.
Dorchester, Mass.

Everett

Aye.

Homeless infants received from birth
to three years of age. The Sisters request good homes with a view to adoption.
Boarding places in greater Boston
desired for children under one year.
Will pay $10.00 monthly and furnish
medical attendance. Address

ST. MARYS INFANT ASYLUM
Kverett

Aye

Dorchester,

Mas,
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TheHousewife.
AS MOTHER MADE BREAD.

There are a number of old-fashioned households which prefer
home-made bread served on the
tables. They have never come
to the baker's point of view.
An expert who knows all about

the excellencies of home-made
bread tells how to do it in a simple

and comprehensive manner.
She says that many cooks make a
serious mistake at the beginning by
leaving sifted flour in a damp place
and by using it too soon after it is

THE SACRED
tin odor. When the oven door is
opened there should be a distinctly
sweet wave of hot air to greet the

nostrils.
If the bread has been baked a
short time this pungent sweet odi r
will be lacking, and the result is
that the bread will not be nearly so
wholesome to eat.
Another good test which the experienced baker always uses is to
take out the pan and put the bread to
the ear. If there is a hissing sound
it is not done and should be put
back. This hissing indicates the
continued cooking of the dough.
The short laws laid down for the
secret of perfect bread are these :?
Fresh yeast; milk of even temperature, neither hot nor cold.
Excellent kneading ; keeping in
a warm place ; not forcing the

sifted.
It should stand an hour before
bread-making is begun, and it
should never be left, or kneaded, in
dough to rise.
a damp place. Absolute dryness is
Having a moderate oven that will
necessary.
let the bread bake slowly and all
How to Mix It.
the way through.
One yeast cake should be put into

one cup of tepid water, and this
should be left to stand in a warm
Hard Colds.
place for fifteen minutes.
l'eople whose blood is pure are not nearly so
One likely
to take hard colds as are others.
should be careful again concerning Physiology goes into the reason. blood pure.
Hood s harsapariKa makes the
the temperature, for the place causing healthy action of the mucous membrane
giving strength and tone to all the
should not be too hot, or no good organsand
and functions.
This great medicine recovers the system
result will be got from the knead- after a cold as no other does.

ing.
The milk should be boiledand allowed to cool, but it should not be
permitted to get cold. In truth, all
the ingredients should be comfortably warm, neither cool nor hot.
The milk should always be measured. Two quarts exactly can be
measured out to one yeast cake, or
three quarts can be used to yeast
that is especially good and fresh.
The flour should be sifted into a
pau. If too much is used it will not
work well.
To this should be added one tablespoonful of butter, one-half tablespoonful of lard, one tablespoonful
of sugar, and one of salt. These
should be mixed well with the flour.
The next step is to add the milkTo do this a hole should be made
in the center of the worked flour
and the milk poured into this. The
yeast which is in the cup of milk
should be added next. The mixing
should be done in the bread pan.
Enough flour should be added every
once in a while so the dough can be
handled easily.
It should then be taken out, laid
on a board and worked until it does
not stick either to hands or board,
and is smooth.
The best way to know when it is
thoroughly mixed is to watch for
bubbles on the surface. These will
appear in quantities as soon as the
bread is ready to be put back in the
pan

It should be carefully laid in the
pan and left over night, and in the
morning it should be formed into
molds.
The separate loaves should then
be put in pans and left to rise. They
should be baked in a moderately hot
oven for one and one-half hours.
An experienced baker can always
tell when bread is well baked by

THINKING CAUSES INSOMNIA.
Sufficient sound sleep is as necessary to good work on the part of the
worker as are nutrition and general
health. Thousands of nervous per-

sons, however, discover that after
going to bed, tired with a day's
work, they are unable to go to sleep.
" How can I get rest until I can
get to sleep?" asks the person who
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the knit jacket as irritating as tic

Medical.

strong woman does.

BAD AIR AND FATIGUE.
One of the pernicious habits of
the girl or woman who is inclined
to be chilly during the winter is to
remain in the house with windows

down and thick clothing

416 Broadway

on.

Where this custom works its
worst result is in large office buildings. There are thousands of women
employed who prefer to take their
rest, or lunch hour, in the office,
where it is warm, rather than get
out, where it is cold.
They do not reali/.e that fresh air
drives away fatigue more than beat
or medicine do. A wet day, an extra
cold day, are not hurtful if one is
well wrapped and sturdily shod.
The danger lies in going out not suf-

suffers from insomnia.
But often that person who suffers ficiently protected.
Nothing so induces a feeling of
from prolonged wakefulness which
cold than hours in steamwretched
he does not understand is allowing
Even if one
buildings.
heated
his brain to work at sixty miles an
likes
fresh
air
and
knows
the value
hour. He would not think for a
of
sometimes
it
is
difficult
to get
it,
moment of trying to sleep while
of
it
of
drafts
on
enough
because.
dancing around his bedroom. How
people.
other
can he expect 10 sleep when he is
If a girl gets a chance of an hour's
lying in bed, thinking about someleisure during the day she is apt to
thing a thousand miles removed
look out of the window, shiver at
from sleep ?
the thought of going into the cold
It is the brain which lapses into
and
then eat her lunch, or read a
sleep. Before it can invite unconor gossip, in the office during
book,
sciousness it must be rid of the
the
hour.
thoughts which are expressions of
She may think she has rested
its activity. With the brain active
her labors, but she has really
from
in thought that organ of sleep is as
added one kind of fatigue to
little prepared for slumber as the
another. If she had taken her hour
body might be in dancing a horn- in the fresh
air, no matter how cold
pipe. You can not hope for sleep so
or wet, and gotten all the impurities
long as you are thinking earnestly
out of her system that she had
and deeply.
breathed through the day, she
How to stop thinking, which prowould have returned to her work
duces insomnia, long has been a
stimulated.
problem with the active, nervous
It is hard to harden adults to
temperament. The average sufferer
in an air-swept room, if
working
is inclined to feel that he has no
brought up that way
weren't
they
power over his vagrant thoughts.
as children, but it is worse than
folly for them to encourage a desire
PURE MILK FOR BABY.
to pull down the windows, and hang
Sanitary milk production was first over the steam heater.
started by Gail Borden in the early 50s.
If one had enough fresh air in the
The best systems today are largely
based on his methods, but none are so lungs and started the blood going
thorough and so rigidly enforced as the
Borden System. For over fifty years well by a brisk trot in the open, and
the Kagle Brand Condensed Milk has an hour or so of deep breathing,
proved its claim as the best food for
one wou!d find the steam heater and
infants.

Another mistake make by the majority of girls who work is to take
their resting hour for shopping.
They go from an office filled with
steam heat and other pc pie to a
shop equally hot and unventilated.
The hour given them by the firm
for which they work, as a means of
refreshment and rest from toil, is
taken up in an injurious way which

depletes their capacity for work,
fatigues their brains and nerves and
leaves them too exhausted at the end
of the week to recover by Monday
morning.? Philadelphia Jedger.

SHAMROCK

planted now will he developed liv St. Patrick's
Day. 111 cents a packet.
W. O FA1NE, Auburndale, Mass.

Skill Required to Cast a Bell.
Few people know the amount of
science and skill required to pr.ducea
pure-toned bell. They forgot that a
bell is a musical instrument, as dependent for its tone quality upon fixed
laws as is a piano or organ.
A good bell is aever an accident ?no
"hit or miss" all iy of c >pper ind tin
giveR a true, pleasing note.
The best bells, like the best pianos,
are made only by those wbo have given
s life study to the wor*. Probably that
is the reason why bells cast by the
McShane Bell V .urcdry Uo of Baltimore, Md., bear so high a reputation.
McShana belli make >unday morning
music nl, and call from fac'ory and
school to daily labor and study in almost every town and hamlet.
McShane btlls are cist from a fixed
alloy of New, Superior Copp*r and Hes>:
Imported Block Tin which produces the
depth and richn-us cf to'e and prolongation of sound necessary to a good
bell.
But a bell, when cast, is not complete; it must be mounted. Here,
again, McShane bells score against
others, the Patent Kotary Yoke being
the best banging ever devissd, and by
means of which the danger of crack'dj;
is almost entirely avoided.
All McS'-ane bells, of 100 weight and
upwards, have springs attached to prevent the clapper from retting on the
bell after striking. This, of course,
prevents a metallic sound and insures
full resonance and pure tone.
The McShane foundry turns out more
bells than any competitor, owing, no
donbt, to their great superiority.

.
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THE SACKKD HEART REVIEW
FriendlyHints.

aSensdNonsense.

CONVERSATION.
(Continued).
Some people are like Kay, in
Anderson's " Snow (jueen," they
have a I n't of ice in their heart,
and they see all the smallnesses
and absurdities about them, instead of being alive to the
pathos, or endurance, or goodnature of the apparently stupid
lives round them. They are
always in a critical, carping,
superior frame of mind. These
people can often talk brilliantly,
but it is thin. Vim can nol have
a large mind without a large
heart. 'We live by admiration,
hope, and love;' without these,
we cease to live we wither.
The best talk is kindly. A
good talker makes other people
feel they are much cleverer than
they had before realized; they
are at their best, thanks to the
listener who draws out the best
side of them. It is delightful to
be with some people you are
sure of hearing good talk interesting subjects spring up whereever they are.
Perhaps you have a friend
staying with you who is one of
these delightful people, and you
say: "Oh dear! I must go and
pay a duty visit ?it will be so
dull, but do come with me."
And, lo and behold ! that visit is
delightful, for your friend made
that dull person into an interesting one by getting her to talk
and show her real self. For the
real self of every soul is interesting, only it often has such a
"buried life" that we are not
skillful enough to find it.
Now. does your way of talking
bring out the best side of yourself and of those you talk to.
School gives you tremendous
opportunities of adding to the
kindliness and nice-mindedness
of the world; for there you talk
with a large number who, like
yourself, are nol yet made, and
who are, therefore, more colored
by the person they talk to than
older people would be.
There are people in the world
who never hear unkind gossip or
vulgar jokes, for no one would
think of saying such things to
them. I know girls who would
never have such things said
who would never get a letter
written to them that was not of a
nice tone because, instinctively,
their friends would feel such
things out of harmony with them.
When girls are silly, or spiteful, or not quite nice in what
they say to you, it pays you a bad
compliment; do not in your own
mind merely condemn them. They
would not say it to you if they
felt you above talk of that kind.
You may be above it in your own
mind and may feel that your
home surroundings are on a
higher level than such talk; but
either you have not had the courage to show your colors, or else
you are like that in your heart,
and they know it by instinct.
"Stray Thoughts For Girls."
?

?

Mary.?Do you think it would
be conceited for me to tell my
friends that I made this dress
myself ?
Edith.? Not conceited, my
dear superfluous.

I'm all in the dark about how
thesebills are to be paid, " said
Mr. Hardup to his wife.
Well. Henry, " said she, as
out a colored one and
pulled
she
laid it on the pile, "you will he
if you don't pay that one. for it's
the gas hill. "
"

'

The house that you finished
a few weeks ago is the biggest of
the lot, " said the real-estate
agent.

"Perhaps that's why it's so
hard to find a tenant. "
'Yes. " answered the builder ;
" it's last but not leased. "
"What started the riot at the
performance of ' Hamlet' last
night?"
''Why, Hamlet held the skull
and said : 'Alas, poor Yorick !
You are not the only deadhead in
the house. ' "

" What sort of an after-dinner
speaker is Rliggins ? "
"One of the kind who start 'in
by saying they didn't expect to
be called on, and then proceed to
demonstrate that they can't be
called off. "
#

m
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Vaudeville Dancer.?When
do you go on ?
SI.JCk < umpaa; hi lh» St:ilr of \i-w Jit«i
1i,r.,rp,.r»t..1
JOHNF. DRYDHN.Prest. ate*. M Home Office. Newark. N. J.
Vaudeville Singer.?Right
after the trained cats.
Y. I). ?Goodness me! Why
don't the manager try to vary the
Mrs. Blunder had .just er- barely distinguish a whispered
monotony of his acts ?
word or two in the farmer's anceived a telegram from India,
" What an admirable invenswer.
A Doctor's wife once at- tion the telegram is!" she ex"What's the matter with
tempted to move her husband by claimed, "when you come to you ? he inquired, dismounting
"
tears.
consider that this message has and walking 'over to the fence
"Ann," said he, "tears are come a distance of thousands of where the old man sat. "Can't
useless. I have analyzed them. miles, and the gum on the enve- you talk ?"
They contain a little phosphate lope isn't dry yet."
The old man looked pityingly
of lime, some chlorate of sodium,
at his questioner for a moment,
A Poor Crop.
and that's all."
and then, climbing down from
lonely
It was on a
'road in the his seat on the rail, he walked up
The Minister. Then you Tennessee mountains. A weary to the traveler and, putting his
don't think I practise what I rider was slowly making his way grizzled face close to his ear,
preach, eh ?
up the steep mountain-side, whispered hoarsely :
The Deacon.?No, sir, I don't. pausing now and then to rise in
"Yis, I kin talk, but the fact
is,
stranger, land is so poor in
You've been preachin' on thesub- his stirrups and look about in
parts that I kain't even
these
jec' o' resignation fur twa years, search of some sign of civilizamy voice.''
raise
an' ye hivna resigned yit.
tion. Suddenly a turn of the
road brought him face to face
A member of the Nebraska with a lank, sallow-faced mounri> h pipr Vmr <d thr Sfyhohl Reed Pipe Ur.'.m*
Legislature was making a speech taineer seated upon the top rail
-ii
1 org.ms comes from a lourchamberedrtcd ioi \u25a0 own below. Sendforari
on some momentous question and, of the snake fence which bounded
Glveadetafled explanation uiddaMafbMourB*niaaa
Cha,« 1
i:.il mil pednl < IrsUH ami
in concluding, said :
a poor little farm which had
nod Parlor style*. It Is free. Vritrforitnow.
PIANO
AND
ORGAN
CO.,
ELGIN,
ILL.
In the words of Daniel Web- found lodgment on the moun\
*
*
ster, who wrote the dictionary, tain-side.
The rider paused. "Can you
' Give me liberty or give me
Masgiyi
death ' ! "
tell me how far it is to Big Stone
One of his colleagues pulled at Gap ? " he inquired.
his coat and whispered :
The mountaineer's lips moved
TH« HACKED HJCAKT KKVIttW
" Daniel Webster did not write in answer, but no sound reached
TIIK DMtT KKLIUIOUH
the rider's ears. He moved over
the dictionary; it was Noah."
:
WEEKLY OF NEW
"Noah nothing," replied the nearer to the fence and repeated
IB A SPLENDID A DVEKTIHI N<i
speaker. " Noah built the ark." the question. This time he could
mmxm i
\u25a0-»
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